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ALBUQUERQUE,
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ural conditions. Our interests are so
in common that we cannot injure others without injuring ourselves."
Harrlman insisted that the common
Interest of all systems now affiliated
under the Northern Securities company must be considered rather than
"community Interests."
the
The question of the formation of the
Northern Securities company and the
association of so many roads might
Influence rates, brought a denial. "If
Hill or myself owned all the roads the
people would get better rates," he said.
He did not think competition over the
reduced rates more than temporary.
At the conclusion of his testimony,
Harriman and Hill took a special train
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Santa Fe Will Give Governor a Reception.

NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY
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Testimony in Railroad Merger
Investigation.

NUMliER 55

1902

In Mis great bereavement and to the
following In particular: To the preach
ers of his own and other denomina
tions for their presence at the funeral
and kind words of condolences in Eng
lish and In Spanish; also to the singers
for the beautiful Bongs In English and
Spanish; also to the old soldiers of the
O. A. R. for their presence and sympathy; also to the Woman's Relief Corps,
and Mr. and Mrs. Ives and others for
floral tributes; also to O. W. Strong
for so completely filling all the details
of an experienced undertaker. To all
of whom and for all of which he hereby
expresses his slncerest thanks.
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OSASTER
Killed in a
Mine Explosion.

Twenty-tw- o

Chicago & Alton Train Wreck
in Missouri.

MEETING TONIGHT.

Supposed Murderer Captured in a
the Beet Sugar Proposition at
George B. Harrlman, president of the
Cave in Colorado.
Grant's Hall.
Murder Case.
new Burlington company, then testi
.
Hon. Albert L. Teele, who was at
fied. It was the hope of tne new com.-Las Vegas on Thursday, where he adpany, he said, to reduce rates,-- , and
HEAVY SNOW IN KANSAS.
rv-f
FIRE IN MOBILE.
dressed the people of that cl.ty in the
such reduction would follow only natevening on the subject of raising of
ural conditions.
sugar beets, came in from the north
Des Moines, Jan. 25. Twenty-on30t 30t
C(
C(
0
0
Charles S. Mellon, president of the
last night, and was Introduced at The
dead bodies were this morning taken
Northern Pacific, said there were no
Citizen office this morn'.ng by Noa
Special to The Citizen.
O agreements between the Northern Pa
from the Lost Creek Coal Mining comSanta Fe., Jan. 25. Governor O cine and either the Great Northern,
two papers in pany's shaft, as the result of the worst
publishes
Mr.
Teele
.O Otero will arrive here from Wash- - O Union
racific or Canadian Pacific
Denver, namely the Sugar Beet Grower mine disaster ever experienced in
I
.O lngton next Wednesday evening. O roads on the allotment of traffic or dif
and Western Construction, and is thor Iowa.
O A grand inaugural ball and recep- - 0 ferentials. The Northern Pacific was
Some of the bodies were mangled be
oughly familiar with the subject upon
i
O tion will be given In his honor on 0 just as independent in its management
which he will address the people at yond recognition. Eleven of the in0 as before January 1, 1902, and there
0 Thursday evening.
Grant's hall tonight. He stated, In jured are improving. Coroner
is holding an inquest. The dis0 Friends of the governor are in- - 0 has been no orders or suggestions as
conversation wlih The Citizen repre
was
caused by an explosion of
0 to the management from the Northern
0 vited to attend. aster
of
object
his
sentative,
visit
that the
L
F. W. RAYNOLDS, Chairman. 0 Securities company or any of its dlrec0
here this time was not to guarantee dust ignited by a shot too heavily
s
0 tors. The commission aujourned until
0 A. M7 BERG ERE, Secretary.
the establishment of a beet sugar fac- charged.
The dead In the mine explosion now
0 Wednesday.
0
tory here, but to tell the people, es
BERNALILLO COUNTY COURT HOUSE, OLD ALBUQUERQUE.
0
pecially the farmers and ranchmen, numbers twenty-two- .
CONFESS TO MURDER.
ANOTHER VICTORY.
that there is profit in the raising of
ADMIRAL SCHLEY.
TRAIN WRECK.
RAILROAD MERUER.
sugar beets and to advise all to com
Home
School
Girls
Indian
Return
The
Negro
House
Bath
Louis
at
St.
ChiTelli
By
City
He
of
Is
mence
Welcomed
the
their cultivation, shipping' iV.a Chicago & Alton Train Ditched By a
Investigation by the Interstate ComVictorious.
of His Crime.
cago.
year to Rocky Ford or some other
,
Broken Rail.
merce Commission.
from
team
ball
invincible
basket
The
Louis, Jan. 25. William Strqth
Chicago, Jan. 25. Rear Admiral
place where a factory Is established,
St
Mo., Jan. 25. A train on
Mexico,
Chicago, Jan. 25. When the second er, negro attendant at the Vista Turk Schley arrived in Chicago at 9:30 the Albuquerque Indian school return- and next year, say not later than 1904,
the branch of the Chicago & Alton run
day's inquiry by the Interstate com- ish bath house, confessed today to the
m., and was greeted with tumultuous ed this morning from Mesilla Park, arrange for the establishment of a fac ning from Jefferson City, was thrown
"commu
Agricultural
they
into
the
commission
defeated the
merce
tory In this city.
murder of Alexander Dean Cooper, a acclaim by thousands of people, who where
from the track near here, presumably
nity interest" combination of the great millionaire.
It is hoped that the meeting tonight by a broken rail. Nearly all the pascrowded the Baltimore & Ohio depot college girls by the close score of 8 to
college
team
over
7.
the
victory
railways of the nortnwest opened to
This
The confession was mode before and nearby Btreets. His reception was
will bo largely attended. Mr. Teele sengers In the coach were injured, the
day, great interest was manifested in Chiefs Kiley and Desmond, and police the culmination between stations in gives th Indian girls the undisputed has flguruea to Bhow the impotance following serious:
James J. Hill's testimony. The United stenographer, who took the murderer's his honor all along the route from championship of Arizona and New of such an enterprise in this valley
J. F. Rohn. Fulton, Mo.; James Hum
Mexico. The game was hotly contest- and he asks the people, through The phrey, superintendent public schools,
States court room, where the invest! words verbatim. Strother signed the Washington.
chamfinish,
and the
gallon is held, was crowded with well confession when it was transcribed.
Citizen, to come out tonight and hear Fulton, Mo.; George Conley, St Louis;
At the depot the admiral was greet- ed from start to
known railway men. Possibly as much
Strother was taken before the coro- ed by delegations of the city council pions won only by superior team work. him talk on the subject.
Emlle Judy, Cincinnati; A. W. Frazler,
The Agricultural college girls were
interest centered around E. H. Harrl ner's jury today and there
the and naval veterans of the civil war.
111.; W. E. Pooley, Hiber- Jacksonville,
'
exwas
Case
to
Given
Jury.
work
man, who organized the Southern Pa story of the crime. He admitted that Alderman Frank Fowler, on behalf of larger and their team
pa. Mo.; Charles Fisher, Fulton, Mo.;
Plattsburg, Mo., Jan. 25. Arguments T.
cific and Union Pacific combination, he struck Dean on the head with a the city council, presented resolutions ceptionally good, but advantage gained
E. Whltmore, Memphis, Tenn.
i;ncr aho was Hill's opponent In the hammer and then removed the dia- adopted by that body.
in sit? vaa handicapped uy the quick- In the case of Mrs. Addle B. Richard
Pacific-Buson,
r
on
comtrial for the mnrder of her
struggle for the Northern
Suspected Murderer Captured.
mond ring from his finger and diamond
At 11 a, m. Schley was given break- ness of the Indians. The Indians
lington control. Harrlman was sched stud from his shirt and hid them in fast by the reception committee of the pliment the Mesllia valley girls highly husband, were concluded this after
Denver, Colo., Jan. 25. The Italian
noon and the case given to the jury.
captured yesterday in a cavo near
uled to follow Hill on the stand. Other the basement.
Hamilton club, and enjoyed nimself In on their hospitality, and the
Mrs. Richardson was acquitted this Livermore, suspected gt being tbo murmanner in which they played the
prominent railway men present were
an informal manner.
derer of Vne Frldbom ioy.'waa brought
C. S. Mellen, president of the Northern
Later the admiral attended a recep- - game. Tho ouly feature which marred afternoon.
THE INAUGURATION.
Pacific, and George B. Harris, presi
o the county hospltal'tiere today, He
tion at the Press club, where he met th pleasure of the trip was the acci
dent of the Burlington.
appears to be crazy. His face was
SUPREME COURT.
many of the newspaper fraternity, in dent that, occurred in the first part of
Mr. Harriman was the first witness,
badly injured by a shot he fired in an
for the Gov cluding a numter of war correspond- tue second half, when Miss Gladys
The line of questioning by W. A. Day, Plans Being Arranged
Llewellyn
attempt
occurred
her
to kill himself. The Frldborn
broke
It
ankle.
was
ents whom he met in Cuba. This
counsel for the commission, led up to
followed by receptions at the Booster in a very unusual manner. She, with Important Cases Argued and Sub girl has not yet seen bim,
ernor's
Reception.
a statement of the great Wall street
club, of which the famous sailor is a a companion, was after the ball which
'
heavy Snow 8torm.
panic last May. when Northern Pacific
was out of bounds, and by slipping the
mitted for Decision.
member, and at the" Hamilton club.
Topeka,
25.
Katt.,
Jan.
of
One
line-uthe
stock went up to $1,000 per share. It
was as
MEETING AT SANTA FE,
At a reception at the Fine Arts hall, ankle was broken. The
heaviest snows of the winter began
was developed that all this Northern
Schley was met by the men who will follows:
falling
here today.
Pacific stock which was held in the
ENFdRCE
College
Agricultural
Harper,
ITS
Miss
WILL
RULES.
this evening be guests at the Hamilton
names of E. H. Harriman and Winslow
center; Miss McFle, right forward;
A meeting of citizens of both parties club.
Weather Report.
Pierce, was sold last summer. An was held Thursday afternon at the
In the territorial supreme court on Special to The Citizen.
"Schley banquet" resolutions, ex- Miss Foster, left forward; Miss Foster,
effort was made to learn why the
Llewellyn,
left Thursday case No. 937, Edward C.
office of Territorial Secretary J. W. pressing the highest esteem and ap- right guard; Miss
Santa Fe, Jan. 25. Severe cold tobad been made only to sell Raynolds at the capltol building to dis- preciation of
appellant, vs. Arthur B. Keeler, night and Sunday, with winds shifting
and his ser- guard.
admiral
the
again, and this brought from Harrlman cuss the matter of giving Governor vices to his country, were presented
appellee, from Socorro county, was ar- to high northerly. Heavy snow in the
Indians Annie Kelley, center;
a statement that he was glad to ex- Otero a reception upon his return from by Judge Axel Chytraus, in behalf of
Gutierrez, right forward; Josefita gued and submitted.
mountain districts.
plain the
"contest" in the Washington and to make preparations
Sedillo, left forward; Juanita Martinez,
Case No. :)8, Emil Conway, minor,
the Swedish societies of Chicago.
New York stock exchange which
right
Hojena
guard;
for his inauguration, says the New
A REAL BARON.
Gutierrez,
etc.,
appellee,
left
S.
Carvs.
al,
et
James
A delegation from the. Cook county
in the famous "Black Thurs- Mexican. It was decided that if agreeguard.
ter, adminlbtrator, et al, from Grant
upon
waited
board
of
rommissloners
The Austrian Minister to Mexico Here
day." "I don't think there was any able to Governor Otero, his inauguracounty, was argued and submitted.
Referee George Horton.
admiral and presented resolutions
This Morning.
contest," said Harrlman. "Some of us tion is to take place on the afternoon, the
RoA.
Umpires
W.
940,
J.
Yesterday
Southerland
and
No.
case
Cleofes
board, requesting the
Baron Monchun, the Austrian minisOregon Short Line people thought it at 3 o'clock, of the day following his adopted by the
mero, appellee, vs. Fannie Coleman,
Travis.
to
of
United
the
States
authorities
would be advantageous to have an in- arrival In Santa Fe.
Timekeeper Danburg.
et al, appellants, from San Miguel ter to Mexico, accompanied by the Baradopt measures to suitably reward
eness Monchun, were guests at the
terest in tne Northern Pacific and purHe will take the oath of office before Schley and others who fought the batcounty, was set for January 27.
Scorekeeper Miss Dennison.
chased stock lying loose all over this the full bench of the territorial su- tle of Santiago.
Case No. 941, Victorlana Padllla. ap- Hotel Highland this moning for a few
Those that accompanied the girls
country and Europe held by 6,000 to preme court, Chief Justice W. J. Mills
from the Indian school were Anna B. pellant, vs. Juan Padllla, et al, appel- hours pending the departure of the
The distin7.000 persons. We made no contest for to administer the oath.
Bush, Ethel Dennison and James W. lees, from Bernalillo county, was set limited for California.
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
guished
gentleman
spending
has
been
control of the Northern Pacific; we
The general committee, consisting
for January 24, and argued and subTravis.
a few weeks in Washington, D. C, and
purchased a majority of the capital of J. W. Raynolds, president; E. L.
Chicago Live Stock.
mitted.
sostock. We purchased prior to the sup- Bartlett, treasurer; A. M. Bergere,
Chicago, Jan. 25. Cattle Receipts.
Case No. 939, Charles Helsch, appel- others of the eastern cities. His
Ghost Dance.
journ
In
has
been
United
the
States
posed contest and no stock was ac- secretary; J. H. Sloan and A. B. Rene-ha- 300 head; steady; poor to medium, $4
Mrs. Walton's ghost dance at Grant's lee, vs. J. L. Bell & Co., appellants
quired during the panic in May."
will escort Governor Otero to the 66; Blockers and feeders, 1 2.25 4.50; hall last night was an event that will from Bernalillo county, was argued one of great interest and having been
at our national capital during an interDay tried to show that the contest supreme court room. The taking of cows, $146U; heifers, $2.25&5;
not soon be forgotten by those that and submitted.
esting
session had an excellent opporfor the Northern Pacific stoqk was the the oath will be. entirely Informal.
bulls, $2.254.50; were fortunate to be present. Ghosts
$1.25 0 2.25;
In case No. 768, W. H. Miller, plainforerunner of the panic, but Harriman
In the evening, at the Palace hotel, calves, $2.50 6.50; Texas fed steers, were there tn goodly numbers. At ex- tiff In error, vs. City of Socorro. John tunity to study our government instiexpresses himself greatly
insisted such was not the case. An a reception is to be tendered Governor $46.
actly 9:30 o'clock they came up, the H. McCutchen, James M. Hill, defend tutions and
attempt was made by the commission and Mrs. Otero from 8 until 10 o'clock,
Sheep Receipts, 1,500 head; steady; lights went out, and there appeared ants lu error, from Socorro county, a Impressed with the snap and progress-lvenes- s
of the American people wherto draw out statements to the effect after which the Inaugural ball will good to choice wethers, $4. 304.75; from the gloom of the north end of the motion for appeal to the district court
ever he has come In contact with
that the final sale of the Northern Pa- take place.
lair to choice mixed, $3.754.50; west r.all two long lines of gnosts. They of appeals, was argued and submitted. them.
The baron is enthusiastic over
cific stock by the Oregon Snort Line
J. W. Raynolds was instructed to ern sheep, $45.25; native lambs, $3.50 marched up, received taeir programs
The court will refuse to receive any
the present conditions and the outlook
(as controlled by the Union
ask all the leading newspapers of New (ft 5.85; western lambs, $54j6.
and swung away in a wnirling waltz, more briefs not printed in the size of for the future of the Mexican republic,
Pacific syndicate) was only Mexico to invite all citizens to attend
to the time of "My Sweetheart Is the type prescribed by the rules.
which Is making great strides on the
after an understanding or truce with the Inauguration festivities, includKansas City Live Stock.
Man In the Moon." There were three
same
lines that have served to bring
Hand.
Lost
His
Bennett
com-supposed
and
interests that
Hill
Kansas City, Jan. 25. Cattle Re ghost dances, the second and third
' ing the reception and the ball. A. M.
Engineer H. J. Bennett, about three the United States of America to the
batted for the Northern Pacific in the Bergere was instructed to appoint all celpts, 100 head; market unchanged.
numliers being "The Colored Major"
pRnlc.
Harriman said that after the
Sheep Receipts, 100 head; market and the "Rio Grande Waltz." after o'clock on the morning of the 17th, front rank of world powers. Owing to
A finance committee
met with an accident which cost him the extremely short stay of the gentle
purchase was made he and his col- consisting of J. W. Raynolds and L. A. unchanged.
which the ghosts removed their masks, h!s left hand, pays the Raton Reporter. man in this city a lengthy Interview
leagues thought the matter over again Hughes was appointed.
enand a thoroughly good time was
could not be had with him.
He was at work under his engine
Chicago Grain.
and concluded to sell again. He imjoyed by all.
About forty couple the old "Uncle Dick" in the yards
FIRE IN MOBILE.
Chicago, 111.. Jan. 25. Wheat Jan.. were present.
plied that it made no difference, really,
The Act of a Crazy Man.
The music, which was here, when the engine slipped and
who owned the Northern Pacific. He Wholesale Business
74c; May, 78ic
near Rlordan station a
unusually
fine, was furnished by Miss started to move. Mr. Bennett, in or-City
of
District
Corn Jan., &Hic; May, ClV&&Cl?;c.
said he did not know of any gain made
Hanthorne and Professor Di Mauio.
Suffers Heavy Loss.
der to save himself from being; crush-- Piiu jumped off the train and took to
43c;
May,
except that his interests found out
Jan.,
41c.
Oats
Sheriff James Johnson,
Mobile, Ala., Jan. 25. Fire early toed under the fire box, had to risk the woods.
Pork Jan.. $HJ.022: May. $10.37
that they were strong enough to hold day, in the wholesale business
some
chasing
and difficulty, capalter
Alive.
Rescued
district,
or
losing
hand. He saved
his left arm
Jan., $9.35; May, a.50.
their own in Pacific traffic. He said destroyed property to the value of
brought him to
man
tured
the
and
engines
ran
Two
the
Ino
mountain
his body but the wheels passed over
Ribs Jan., $8.35; May, $8.55.
his Impression was that the Oregon $3O0,(ii)), and caused the death of RichfreigV rain his hand, crushing it to pulp. The FlugstaiT to the county hospital for
bound
an
east
of
rear
end
Short Line had not lost by the trans- ard H. Vidmer, a leading society man
It appears that he had
in charge of Conductor Gormley, early hand was amputated at the wrist by treatment.
St Louis Wool.
fer. He said that Hill nad been given of Mobile, and Batt Thomas, a negro
homo self inflicted wounds, and Dr. E.
morning, at Wootton, caus- Dr. Gayer and Mr.
Thursday
St.
25.
Stronp;
Louis.
Wool
getting
Jan.
is
any
division
of traffic laborer. Three firemen were injured,
no assurances of
S. Miller was called in this forenoon
territory and western medium, ing a wreck.
along nicely.
and the motive of the original pur- two slightly, one painfully. Vidmer and higher;
to
dress his wounds.
way
two
with
cars
had
The
train
16Jjl8c;
12J?
17c;
fine.
coarse, llil0c.
chase had been that of preserving to Thomas, assisting the firemen, were
The nurse at the hospital was sent
Wreck on Raton Mountain.
two crews asleep and just ahead of
6ystem
avenues of caught by falling walls. Vidmer was
the Union Pacific
A rear end collision occurred on the out for an assistant, and while the docNew York Money.
these was a bunk car containing fiftraffic open to it.
New York, Jan. 23. Money on call teen Mexicans. A hole had to be cut Ratorr mountain last night, the freight tor was preparing to dress his wounds
a prominent Hoo Hoo, and once vice
"You wish to represent that no one grand Snark for Alabama. The losses nominal; no loans. Prime mercantile in the top of the car to get the Mexi- train of Conductor Gorman crushing and his back being turned to the paof the other half of the Northern Pa are divided among a dozen firms.
paper at
per cent. Silver, 55' .c. cans out. but neither they nor any of into the rear of Conductor Groves' tient, the crazy man seized the doctor
cific interests made any promise in
train, which was also a freight. The and with a pair of scissors inflicted
the crew were injured.
control?"
Murder Trial.
Dead. .
regular caboose, two freight cars and some painful, though not serious,
New York, Jan. 25. There was no
Harriman replied: "There is a comSt. Louis, Jan. ij. Henry Littleton
A Card of Thanks.
a deadhead caboose on the first train wounds about the neck. Dr. Miller will
inoniiitertut union; us all, and we be- session today in Recorder Goff's court, Edmunds, judge, of the criminal court
Rev. Mr. Harwood desires to express were reduced to kindling wood. For- soon le all right, but the crazy Italian
lieve the common interest will be serv in which Albert V. Patrick is being here for many years, died today of his most heartfelt thanks to the kind tunately no one was hurt. The main who assaTted him, will not recover
ed regardless of the holdings.
That tried. The trial will be resumed
acute disease of the stomach. He was people of Albuquerque In general for line was blocked several hours. Trini- from his insanity so quickly. Flagcommon interest can be served by nat- burn in Virginia in 1S53.
their kindness and words of sympathy dad Chronicle News.
staff Gem.

.The End of a Celebrated Missouri for New York.
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THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY CITIZEN, SATURDAY JANUARY 25, 1902
recognize, the authority of this country
nd aid In the higher civilization of
the people and saw In the disposses
sion of Spain the betterment of the
Philippines and the people. He is a
statesman as we'll as a churchman, and
while it is beyond the bounds of prob
ability that he will live much longer
to bless the world. It Is the hope of all
who have the good of human'ty and
the world at apart, and his death will
be learned with universal sorrow.
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OFFICE SUPPLIES
EASTERN PAPERS
STATIONERY, Etc

3 ALL PERIODICALS

SCHOOL BOOKS

Send us your orders for the New Year.

O. A.

aoj W. Railroad

Ave

MATSCN

0 fl&gAgAgA&&&aa&gAgAgA

&

CO.,

Albuquerque, New Wex

O

Z&&AAJiA&&&&&&&&&&$.

Pure Drugs, Toilet Articles, Trusses, Rubber Supplies,

3
3

Chest Protectors and Druggists' Sundries.

Tb.Q

Prescriptions filled with care and accuracy.

ilvaxado

j

3?lia,mo.a.CT7"

Corner Gold Avenue and First Street.

j

The whole people are deeply InterestDaily
ed in the newspaper, and around the
press should be thrown every InfluHUGHES & McCREIGHT. Publishers ence that tends to strengthen and enEditor noble It In Its purpose and work.
Thos. Hughes
Mgr.
and City Ed.
W. T. McCreight,
The Pueblo Chieftain saya that a
West Virginia man has received the
Publisheu Daily and Weekly.
appointment of farmer for Indians
near Santa Fe. Can such things be.
In the reign of Roosetelt, the only
president who ever knew anything
dispatches
Associated Press afternoon
Largest City and County Circulation about the west? What does a West
The Largest New Mexico Circulation Virginia man know about irrigation
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation farming? How can he teach Indians
or anybody else to farm in the arid
Copies of this paper may be found region?
of
vaBnington
in the office
on file at
our special correspondent, E. G. Slg-gerLEADS THE WORLD.
18 F street, N., W., Washington,
In the treasury aepartment at WashD. C.
ington the claim is advanced that for
New Mexico demands Statehood 1901 the United States leads the world
Congress.
from the
in the output of gold, silver, copper,
coal, iron, steel and oil, making it the
Terms of Subscription:
WOO supreme unit in the mineral universe.
Dally, by mall, one year
3 00 with many of these resources
Dally, by mail, six months
only
1 M
Dally, by mall, three momns
60 partly developed and with no official
Daily, ..y mail, one month
75 recognition in the president's cabinet.
Daily, by carrier, one month
2 ()
Weekly, by mall, per year
exceeding any other country,
T1ZEX will be delivered Besides
THE DAibi
In the r.iy at the low rate of 20 rents per the "land of the free" also exceeded
week, or for Jo cents per month, when her own best records in the year just
paid monthly. Th.se rates are less than
those of any other dally paper In the closed, with the single exception of
territory.
copper. For the latter, with declining
prices and restricted market, the 1901
All European countries have finally output is estimated at 695,000,0(1(1
consented to permit the United States pounds, or 265,625 long tons, or about
to appear upon all school maps.
5,000 tons below the figures of 1900.

jIbuqutrque

ditijrn

s,

Fifty-Sevent-

h

We are not jumping upon democrats
Just now. Any one of them may become a republican leader and federal
officeholder inside of a month.
The iron trade review of the Iron
Age shows that steel and iron mills
will be crowded to their full capacity
during the next twelve months.

The Albuquerque Weekly Citizen, issued every Saturday morning, is now
the largest, best and cheapest weekly
newspaper published in New Mexico.
Whether straight tickets are put in
the field at the coming April election
will depend entirely on the central
committees of the political parties.
The Indian problem in New Mexico
and Arizona is solving itself. The Indiana are dying off at a rapid rate,
and most of the tribes will be extinct
in a few years.
Pneumatic postal tul.es make slow
progress In this country. In London
there are 81 pneumatic tubes for the
dispatch of postal packets, and their
aggregate length is 34 miles.
Mr. Carnegie has eclipsed ail records
for philanthropy, especially in bis
work of founding libraries. Up to date
ho has established 177 libraries in the
United States at a cost of $17,508,000.
Adlai Stevenson says the democratic
party must present an unbroken front
in 1904. Is that to be taken as a notification that he must be given the
second place on the ticket again to
prevent a bolt?
good

!

hol and tobacco ,1s only a slow kind
of suicide. Even the most moderate
use of the mildest wine is not without danger, because the, peculiar ex
haustion caused by severe mental
labor Is a constant and urgent temp
tation to Increase the quantity and
strength of the potation. I would
say to every young man In the United
States, If I could reach him, if you
mean to attain one of the prizes of
our profession and live a cheerful life
to the ase of eighty, throw away your
dirty old p!pe, put your cigars In the
stove, never buy any more, hecome an

absolute teetotaler, take your dinner
n the middle of the day and rest one
day In seven."
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TWO THOUSAND PIECES
All Samples and No Two Alike

Qualities and Prices Amazingly Attractive. It is a Sale which Offers You
Advantages Not to be Duplicated
1

J

Anywhere.

LEON B. STERN

rillos Register.

A Reliable Remedy for Bowel Troubles
Rev. J. M. Ylngllng, pastor of the
Bedford St. M. E. church, Cumberland,
Md., says: "It affords me great pleas'

Journal-Democra- t

The Equitable
Life Assurance

Society

220 Railroad

Ave

OTERO'S CONFIRMATION.

The confirmation by the senate of
the nomination of Governor Otero to
MARRIAGE IN HIGH LIFE.
the governorship of New Mexico, an
office he now fills with much credit,
THE WEDDING.
will be received with pleasure by his
marriage
bells rang loud and long,
The
many friends In Colorado, says the
And this is what they said:
Denver Republican.
There's nothing baked on earth can
Governor Otero is well known in this
beat
state and especially in Denver, having
New England's Pure White
The
been a frequent visitor in this city.
Bread.
Ho is a native of New Mexico, being
THE HOXEYMOON.
a member of one of the old Spanish- American families of that territory. They billed and cooed from morn till
He Is thoroughly familiar with its
night.
needs and conditions, and no better
And in a Pullman sped.
selection for Its chief magistrate could They lived on love and ever ate
have been made by President
The New England's Pure White

THE

Bank of Commerce
ALBUQUERQUE

I
g

I
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
M. S. OTERO, President
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Ast. Cashier g
WM. MclNTOSH

g

J.

C. BALDRIDGE

vesimeut.

A. M. BLACKWELL

Whitney
SHELF

a

AND

DEALERS IN

HARDWARE

HEAVY

WAGON WOOD WORK, IRON PIPE FITTINGS, BRASS GOODS and
GENERAL STEAM AND WATER SUPPLIES.
MANUFACTURERS OF GALVANIZED
CORNICE
AND SHEET
METAL GOODS.
WRITE TO US FOR PRICES.
SANITARY PLUMBERS, STEAM AND GAS FITTERS.
South First St.

U

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

&XXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXDCOCOOC

Your Business
is Judged by Your Stationery
If your Stationery is Smutty and
Blurred, Poorly Printed on Poor Stock,
your correspondents size you up ac:
cordingly : : :

THE ALBUQUERQUE

DillY

CITIZEN

Does the Beet Printing In this part of
the Territory, because they have the
Best Equipped Plant, Employ the
Best Workmen, and Use the Best
Stock

::::::::::

Try Us with Your Next Order
cococoocoococcococo

All Money Looks Alike to Us

.

Transfer Stables
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
The Best
Lump coal Is what you get at the
Address W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.,
Clarkvillo yard. It does not c. Inker
Albuquerque, N. M.
Phone your orders.

W. A. MAXWELL S

Company

WHOLESALE

HAY FEVER

L TRIMBLE

g

SOLOMON LUNA

CKXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXOCOC

and drives away a Cold
in the Head ouirklr. It
Is sbsorbed.
Heals and Protect the Memhran
Kestorps the Senses of 'J'axte and Smell. Full sue
60c.: Trial Sine Inc.; at Ilrueeisia or by mall.
iXY BUOTUEKS, M Warren Street, t.em York.

Notice for Publication.
ure to recommend
Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy (Homestead Entry No. 5328 and 5904.)
of the Interior, Land
I have used it and know others who Department
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 2,
have never known it to fail." For sale
19u2.
by all druggists.
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
Demlng is the great mining center
settler has fileo notice
of his intention to make final proof in
ol the southweBt.
suport of his claim, and that said proof
ALBUQUERQUE & JEMEZ SPRINGS will be mane before the Probate Clerk
of Bernalillo County, at Albuquerque,
STAGE.
11102,
on February
Leaves from Trimble's stables every New Mexico,
Gregorlo Apodaca y Candelaria
iuesaay and Saturday at 5 o clock viz.:
Sec. 24. SE,i
a. m. Only line with a change of stock for the SWVi of NWVi
Sec. 23, T. 9 N., It 4 E., and
en route through In a day. Hath house NE',4 of
SE,4 of Sec. 23. and NWi
open all the year. Fine winter resort, NE4
Sec. 24. T. 9 N. R. 4 E.
Tickets for sale by W. L. I'rimhlo & SVJ4
He names the folldwing witnesses to
Co., Albuquerque.
J. B. BLOCK, Prop. prove
bts continuous residence upon
o
Deming! Have you been there? If and cultivation oi said land, viz.:
Adolph Harsch, of Albuquerque, N.
not, you should get there for the big
Francisco Apodaca y Molina, of
sale or lots on the 17th of this month M.;
Albuquerque, N. M.; Francisco Crlego,
of Albuquerque, N. !
Rafael Apodaca
Wanted
Information as to whereabouts of y Nuanes, of Albuquerque, N. M.
MANUEL R. UTLRO. negister.
Eugenlo Trnjillo. a young man 20
years of age. Left Albuquerque about
eighteen months since for California
&. CO.
to work In sugar factory. Address W.
VIctoriano Trujillo, Albuquerque, New
street,
Second
between Railroad and
.Mexico.
Copper avenue
Demlng!
Don't overlook it if you
Mules bought and exchangare looKing ior a sale and paying in Horses and
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and

$100,000 I

Capital

the

The 21st
Century

It I II I II I til
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Druggist CATARRH

'Strongest

11 III I I 11 1.1 UUIU I I 11

III Olili

HI'S

Bread.
His nomination and confirmation is
LIFE'S STERN REALITY.
In line with a wise policy to select as
honeymoon
was over
The
possible
as
far
the principal officials of
And their oven wouldn't bake,
the territories from among men who
are at home In the communities where The staff of life and sweetmeats
No better than the cake
their duties will be discharged. It is
The
husband fussed and fretted,
A GRAND OLD MAN.
a home rule policy which finds favor
"Cause he wanted to be fed
The report of the serious illness of in every part of the country.
And his wife ran to South Second
Pope Leo XIII will be learned with
street
genuine regret by people of all creeds Remarkable Cure of Croup A
Little
For New England Pure White Bread.
throughout the civilized world. During
Boy's
Life Saved.
his long pontifical reign over a great
MORAL.
I have a few words to say regarding
church he has commanded the respect Chamberlain's
Young ladies, ere you're married
Cough Remedy.
It
of not only his own people but those saved my little boy s life and I feel
To Tom or Dick or Ned.
who may differ from him upon ecclesl that I cannot praise It enough.
paralyze your sweet-heart- s
Don't
astical questions. His influence has al bought a bottle of it from A. E. Steere
your white (?) bread;
With
ways been exerted for the good of hU' of Goodwin, S. D., and when I got
And when you have signed the con
poor
baby
with
home
could
it the
hard
manity and while he has labored for
tract.
i gave the medicine as
the upbuilding of the Catholic church ly breathe,
If these lines be rightly read,
every
ten minutes until he
he has endeavored to bring about a directed up
and then I thought sure You'll always go to Xydias
threw
better condition among the people of he
was gol..g to choke to death. We
For New England Bread.
the civilized world. When the United had to pull the phlegm out of his
States acquired possession of the Phil mouth in great long strings. I am You may sing of San Francisco,
lpplnes he was one of the first to rec positive that if I had not got that bot
Or Denver's dusty town.
ognize in the government of this coun tie of cough medicine, my boy would You may move in Old St. Louis,
try the benefit that would accrue to not be on earth today. Joel Demont
Or hold Chicago town.
New York may a figure
the people of those islands and the Iowa. For sale by all druggists.
long step It was toward a higher civil!
In Philadelphia wake,
La grippe coughs often continue for
zation In the orient. It was Spain months and oftimes lead to fatal re But you've got to hit Albuquerque
For New England Bakery Bread.
who took possession of the Western suits after the patient is supposed to
Hemisphere and dedicated It to the have passed the danger point. Foley's Automatic 'Phone 556, opp. Postofflce.
Catholic church, but when the United Honey and Tar affords positive pro
States took possession of those islands tection and security from these coughs.
ASK
Alvarado Pharmacy.
in the name of humanity and clvlllza
o
tlon, Leo XIII advised his clergy to
Farewell Party.
A very pleasant farewell party was
for
given at the home of Mrs. Palmer last
IO CENT
World" Wednesday
in
afternoon, in honor of Mrs.
TRIAL 8IZE.
W. E. Dame, who expects to leave the
first of next week for her new home in Ely's Cream Balm
Albuquerque. Those present were Mes- Gives Relief at once.
dames Kendall. Lluell, Sullivan, Ken
nedy, Harney, Dame and Palmer. A It cleanea, soothes and
Ihe diseased memvery pleasant time was reported. Cer- - beala
brane. It cures Catarrh

National
international
roads associations will make a large
display of appliances at the St. Louis
world's fair and will build several sections of improved roads adapted to
various localities.
is a long way ahead, but nrobablv
few who read this advertisement hold
Two years ago the present publish contracts with the society
which w
ers of the
were par not terminate until the twenty-fl- i
tisan democrats. For revenue purposes century.
they suddenly became enthusiastic re
The assured will have ceased pay
publicans. They now accuse The Citi- ing premiums long before
then,
it
being
zen of
too conservative and may be that the society will but be
still
charges that it Is the democratic organ paying the Instalments, or
annuitv. to
of the city.
the beneficiaries. This fact should be
a powerful argument in favor of conDr. W. F. Whitney, of the Massachu- servatism, safety and strength In
the
setts general hospital, declares that in management of a life assurance com
225 years, if cancer increases, all hu- pany. The Equitable is
the strongest
man beings more than 30 years old will lire company in the world. Its pollcl
be extinct. The methods
to which are the government bonds of life t
some doctors resort for advertising, surance.
and avoid being called quacks, are inSend for' information reeardine
genious, to tay the least.
Continuous Instalment Policy, which
provides for an annual income to the
THc LOCAL NEWSPAPER.
beneficiary for life.
A newspaper, while a private business, is a public institution just as
much so in many ways as is a school
or a church. Upon the conduct of a
newspaper depends very largely the
morals, the intelligence, the Improvement socially, Industrially and religiously of the community or city. The
newspaper fosters or else it Is recreOf the United States.
ant to its trust education, public and
private benevolence, good citizenship,
WALTER N. PARKHURST
honest government, patriotism) the reGeneral Manager,
ligion of bumaulty, and the churches
so far as they are true to their work New Mexico and Arizona Department
Albuquerque, N. M.
in the aiding and uplifting of men.
ajid

James Parton concluded a very sug
gestive article upon the habits and
death of Bayard Taylor, whom he had,
as a personal friend, warned against
the danger of wine and beer drinking
and smoking, as follows:
Mental labor is not hostile to halth
and life; but I am more than ever
convinced that a man who lives by
his brain Is of all men bound to avoid
stimulating his brain. In this cli
mate, to stimulate the brain by alco

I It1 mi II I lit tit 11 t lllll 11 11 11

SALE OF;

GOOD ADVICE.

BRIUGS&Co.

1 B. H

lilt

9

I

.0.

I

ONE PRICE TO ALL; TERMS TO
CONFORM TO YOUR CIRCUMSTANCES. HOUSEHOLD FURNITURE OF
EVERY DESCRIPTION.

JOHN S. BEAVENT. Prop

WHEN IN SAN MARCIAL
in Mexican drawn worn wo are STOP AT
showing a bis assortment.
Albert
raber, 305 Railroad avenue.
ONLY SECOND CLASS HOUSE
o
In Doming you can buy lots for J100 IN TOWN
which w ill pay you 100 per cent, in less

The Wigwam Saloon

than twelve months.

Helm & Story, Props cocxxxxxxcocoocoocoo

FUTRELLE&CO.
CORNER

SECOND STREET
COAL AVENUE.

AND
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Mines and Minerals
the property' and expects to get good
shipping ore,
Last Sunday forenoon, J. D. Richard
son was terribly injured and his brother, N. M. Richardson, badly injured
by the explosion of giant caps. The
men had been at work on a mining
claim, four miles west of Union Pass
station and had Just completed a round
of holes and were preparing to load
them when the accident accurred.
At the Homestake mine, near the
Gold Road, R. J. Holmes is working
quite a force of men. A tunnel is being driven in on the vein and as soon
as it is well in a winze is to be sunk
The vein
to a considerable depth.
Btands up above the canyon perpendicularly over forty feet and this whole
Milling company, outcrop carries good milling values.

J. A. Baker and J. J. Laubach are
working some mining locations at
Tecolote.
The mines and prospect holes of the
Hell canyon district are showing up in
fine shape.
' H. W. Kelly
and Colonel Williams,
of Denver, spent yesterday at Tecolote, San Miguel county, looking over
some mining locations.
S. W. Sanders came up from
and Lake Valley, where he Is Interested in some valuable mining property. Mr. Sanders says that Hillsboro
Is lively and Lake Valley is booming.
He left last night for Santa Fe, where
he intends to place his children, who
accompany him, In school.
Hills-bor-

B. O. B. Mining &

.

o

operating in the Mogollons, should
have held a directors' meeting In Santa
Fe, January 23. This Is the company
in which Governor Otero is Interested
and which possesses some rich gold
property in this district. H. O. Bur
sum and A. R. BurWQoll are the other
Interested parties.
The Lake Valley Mines company, un
der the abhe management of E. H
Bickford, Is in good shape, and will
commence operations on a large scale
alout February 6. At present a force
of men are
in putting in
track, building ore chutes, houses, etc
The new store, 6Cx24 feet, Is about
completed and a large stock of goods
is awaiting to fill the shelves.
The Southwestern Copper company,
in the Burro district, is pushing devel
opment on its properties and opening
up new bodies of ore. On thfe St. Louis
mine, all the levels north of the 500
feet shaft have been tracked with new
steel and connected with the tunnel
outlet. Many of the old timbers have
been taken out and new and heavier
nave been put in the place of those
removed.
Next Monday, George A.
Easton will take charge of the work
t
on the
shaft and
same to below water level.

WASTING AWAY.
AN ATULETE'S SAD FATE.
This is the story of a strong man. He
had been captain of his foot ball eleven
athlete. He was
and a crack
the picture of manly health and vigor,
d

envied by men and admired by women.
One day he was taking a practise spin
on the river when a drenching storm
came up. When he returned to the boat
bouse he sat around in his wet flannels
What
without a thought of danger.
could hurt him? He was "as hard as
nails." After a while he developes a
little hacking cough which somehow

HyWuiV1WWimMl

"Golden Medical Discovery" is not tfl
be classed with ordinary "cough medicines." When the cough has been obstinate and deep seated, when there
have been weakness, night-sweaand
emaciation the use of Doctor Fierce'i
Golden Medical Discovery has been the
means in hundreds of cases of a restoration to perfect health The reason for
this success is that the "Discovery"
strengthens the stomach and purifies the
blood, thus enabling the building up of
the wasted tissues. All treatments of
consumption recocnize the need of nour
ishment. The use of cod liver oil is
only an attempt to impart nourishment
ana so strength to the wasting body.
The oil is a food but it is an etnereencv
food. In its very form it recognizes the
weakness of the stomach. "Golden Medical Discovery strengthens the rtonmch
so that food Is digested
It,
and assimilated. The
body begins to put on
healthy flesh, and strength
comes back again.

We Start in With Two Rousing
Wrapper Specials
OUR WRAPPER BUSINESS THIS YEAR HAS BEEN THE MOST
SATISFACTORY IN OUR HISTORY, BUT HAVING
OURSELVES WE STILL HAVE AN IMMENSE STOCK ON HAND,
AND WILL OFFER FOR ONE WEEK.
OVER-BOUGH-

LOT ONE
CONSISTING OF ONE HUNDRED AND TEN
SOLD AS HIGH AS $1.75, FOR

WRAPPERS

THAT

99 CENTS

s,

Hd.l,

Black wood,

LOT TWO

Assml-

boia Dist., N. W. Ty. "I
could not hold any weight;
my shoulders would give
way: had pricking pains
in the chest, also nasal
catarrh and constipation.
I began using Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical Discovery
and for the first two or
three days I seemed worse,
and then all my nerves
felt numb, as if they were
Used
being roused up.
ten bottles of
aboutDiscovery.'
nine of
'Golden Medical
Favorite Prescription,' and four vials
of Dr. 1'ierce's rieasant relicts, ana six
bottles of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy.
Now I have none of the old symptoms.
I am, so far, as well as ever before. I
shall recommend Dr. Pierce's medicines
to mv friends."
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery
is confidently recommended tor pulmon
ary diseases and diseases of the organs
It always
of respiration generally.
helps. It almost always cures. It is not
body
a tonic mcrelv. but a
building medicine, containing no alcohol,
and being absolutely free from opium.
cocaine and all other narcotics. '

GOLD FIND.

The Rio Bonlto Strike la Extending in
Several Directions.
A correspondent writes from Capl
tan. under date of January 23, Bays:
The gold excitement in this county
shows no signs of subsiding, but rather
seems to be on the Increase. The vein
upon which the rich discovery of last
week was made has been traced south
several miles and picked up again on won't be thrown off. In time he finds
Eagle creek, where another rich crop he hasn't the ambition he formerly had.
ping was found yesterday, which prom Exercise wearies him. He is losing
ises to rival the Bonlto find. Spec! weight. It is not very long before
and emaciated,
mens taken from this new discovery he finds himself weak knowing
that he
ttretched out in a chair
show fully as much free gold as the is
wasting away day by day and hour by
South Fork strike, which started the hour. It seems a long way from that
Finds Way to Live Long,
chair to the gridiron and the diamond, a
The startling announcement of a dis search Tor gold In that district.
covery that will surely lengthen life is
This new find shows the gold bear great change from that dripping athlete
made by Editor O. H. Downey, of Chu- - ing district to be much larger than first in the boat house to this weak and
I wish to state," he supposed and has sent prospectors wasted invalid. But the way is indeed
rubusco, Ind.
writes, "that Dr. King's New Discov scampering every direction. Every' very short. It is a way which thousands
every year and the beginning of the
ery for consumption is the most infalthe vicinity of the original tread
way which leads to such a sad ending is
lible remedy that I have ever known thing in
the hills
for coughs, colds or grippe. It's inval strike has been located, butpeople
A TROUBLESOME COUGH.
and
uable to people with weak lungs. Hav for miles around are full of
or woman is so strong as to
man
No
ing tnis wonderful medicine no one many good finds are being made daily. be able to treat lightly an ailment which
need dread pneumonia or consumption. There is plenty of capital on the is the beginning of such a serious disli's relief Is Instant and cure certain." ground, too, ready to buy anything ease. There is a cure for coughs howAll druggists guarantee every 50c and which is offered for sale, but trading ever stubborn, and that cure is Doctor
$1 and give trial bottles free.
is rather slow as every person who Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
o
"I am feeling quite well," writes Miss
Demlng good safe loans can be holds a claim wants It to bring him a Dorcas A. Lewis, of No. 1 29 4ln Stn
.t better rates than In the old es- fortune.
Washington, D. C, "and I owe it all to
The Free Gold Mining company has Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
hed towns.
been organized to engage In mining in I cannot say too much in praise of the
Child Worth Millions,
Nogal district. This company has medicine. I had been quite a sufferer
the
r child Is worth millions to me,"
W. A. for a long time, and after reading Dr.
Mrs. Mary Bird, of Harrlsburg, a capital stock of I500,u00.
Pierce's Common Sense Medical Adviser
'yet I would have lost her by Mclver, to whom the organization of thought
I would try his ' Golden Medhad I not purchased a bottle of this company is chiefly due, is one of ical Discovery.' I commenced taking it
tinute Cough Cure." One Minute the best known mining men of this sec in May, 1899. Had not been sleeping'
t Cure is sure cure for coughs, tion, having had connection with sevwell for a long time. Took one
and throat and lung troubles. eral mining enterprises in this and
of Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
solutely safe cough cure which other parts of New Mexico. This com Discovery and slept nearly all night
nmedlately. The youngest child pany will not put any of its stock upon without coughing, so I continued taking
ike it with entire safety. The
it. I am in great sympathy with everyones like the taste and reraem- - the market as a sufficient amount has body who suffers with a cough. I had
carry
on
work
to
been
already
taken
iw often it helped them. Every
been a sufferer for more than ten years.
should have a bottle of One for several months.
I tried lots of different medicines and
jCough Cure handy.
At this
This company owns a large number different doctors, but did not feel much
season especially it may be needed of claims, among which are the Enter better. I coughed until I commenced
suddenly. For sale by J. H. O'Rielly prise, Corker, Cracker, Jack, Gold Bar, spitting blood, but now I feel much
and B. H. urlggs & Co.
Ruby. O. K., Nannie Baird, Mollie Gib- stronger and am entirely well. Dr.
-- oGolden Medical Discovery is the
son and Side Issue, all of which are Pierce's
MOHAVE COUNTY MINES.
medicine I have ever taken."
best
among the most promising proposiProsperous Reports From All the tions in that district, 'ihis company
Jay Gould's Visit
Camps in the County.
will begin operations immediately, but
The visit of Miss Helen Gould and
Kingman
Miner.
From
for the first few months nothing but party to El Paso recalls the fact that
W. S. Goodrich this week put to development work will be done. As her father, Jay Gould, and party, spent
work two men on the Sunrise mine. soon as sufficient ore is in sight to a few days In Albuquerque a few years
in the Chemehuevis mountain.
warrant it they will put in a reduction before his death. The special Pullman
A small force of men are employed plant. The properties owned are all
coach which was occupied by Mr.
on the Pinkhara ni'ne and but little free milling and a mill of 50 or 100 Gould
and party was sidetracked near
sinking will be done for some time.
tons per day will le erected on the the Mausard flour mills, and special
purweek
Bowers
E.
Charles
This
ground to save hauling.
detectives guarded the car, as It was
chased of Thomas McMahon his inter
around here then that an effort
est in the Night Hawk mine. The mine She Died Far From Those She Loved. hinted
would be made to steal the millionaire
produced
always
been
a
has
Mrs. J. J. Barber, of Juneau, Alaska. and hold him for a ransom.
G. C. Davis and W. A. Neat visited who had been in the city for the last
the new discovery at Vampai this four months, died this morning at the W. L. Yancy, Paducah, Ky., writes:
week. While they made several loca- Las egas sanitarium, says the Rec- "I had a severe case of kidney disease
and three of the best physicians la
tions they don't appear to have a ord.
Kentucky treated me without
high regard for the quality of the ore.
The deceased lady leaves a husband southern
I was Induced to try Foley's
Jed Snyder, who owns mining prop- - and one son aged 5 years to mourn success.
Cure. The first bottle gave imerty in the canyon country, is about to her death. Her husband is postmaster Kidney
mediate relief and three bottles cuied
resume work on the property. The at Juneau, where he is at the present me entirely. I gladly recommend this
rolnets'an immense ledge of copper time. Mrs. Barber was aged about 32 wonderful remedy." Take no substitearing ore and is easily worked.
years, and consumption was the cause tute. Alvarado Pharmacy.
Last week there was Bold in lxs ot her death.
JAMES CANYON.
Angeles 35.520 shares of Wallapal Min
A Mrs. Lombard, of Portland, Ore.,
lag & Development company stock at who is a very intimate friend of the A
Productive Section of the Sacra2214 cents per share. This was at the family. Is expected here to take charge
mento Mountains.
rate pf $225,000 for the jennessee min- of the remains, which will be shipped
James canyon has produced a reipg property.
to Elizabeth, N. J., for burial.
markable good crop for the year 1901,
In doing some work on the Railroad
says the Alamogordo News.
mine recently a new vein was discovA STRAIGHT SHOT.
The following Is an estimate, as near
oyed that gives good values in the outas can be had at present. There is beBrought About by Accident.
crop. The owners will soon put men
A lady who accidentally began eat- tween 800 and JW0 acres In cultivation
to work developing the new find and
ing
Grape Nuts and quickly discovered in this valley, and considerable more
expect to show up big things.
could be utilized for family purLester E. Walker, a mining investor the strength that she gained, felt dis than
poses. Corn. 2,500 bushels; oats, that
of Fresno. Cal., accompanied W. F posed to write regarding the food.
12,000 bushels; average
She says, "Grape-Nuthas done so was threshed,
Grounds from that city this week and
thirty-eigh- t
weight,
pounds per bushel;
I
came out of
the two men have gone to Music much for me. When
hay baled and about 1,500 tons. The
mountain,
where Mr. Walker will school I was broken down in health crop
of vegetables, potatoes, etc., can
make an examination of the Clay from overwork and nervousness. Evbe estimated. However, there
hardly
1
during
ery summer
the hot weather
Springs group of mines.
was a good crop, except otatoes. With
C. J. Rhodes came in from the Boun have been practically exhausted and
the great wealth of the timber product
dary Cone country yesterday and is en generally have lost five pounds or and
the stock interest in this valley, I
over.
thusiastic over the bright prospects of
Qu'te by accident I began using the will ask: Does not this can von need
that country. The new strike, he says
and thought I liked It very a railroad? We have a good market
is showing up wonderfully well and Grape-Nutbut would It not be
first,
but the taste grew on at Cloudcroft,
promises to become the richest of Ari much at
great
a
more to have it
deal
worth
me so much that I am extravagantly
zona mines.
near by. or at our door. We would be
The Copper Mountain Mining com- fond of It. I ate it all last summer and pleased to hear from others.
pany is working a force of men on its was surprised to find that I kept up
copper mines, opposite the Grand Can with plenty of strength, my nerve
Mean Paragraph.
yon copper mine, of W. B. Kidenour. force increased and I lost no flesh.
A New Mexico man arrived in El
I linow exactly what has sustained Paso yesterday to take In the carnival.
The mine is showing up great bodies
of very lush grade copper, but so far me for I have made no change In my After being convinced he was a week
not shipments have been made to the way of living except to take on Grape behind the times he acknowledged that
Nuts. I never tire of it. I alway use It he came from Santa Fe. News.
smelters,
The other day Charles Metcalfe and with cold cream in summer and warm
Inter- cream in winter. This is a straightJohn F. Withers sold a
Took the Oath of Office.
est in the Whippowill mine, I.ayne forward, honest letter and I hope it
Tenitorial Secretary J. W. Kaynolda
Mr. will be of service to you." Lucy J Thursday received from Washington
Springs, to Thomas Ma..iahon.
McMahon will 'at once go to work on Rowen, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
his cotninibfclon for four years as tec- 500-foo-

WRAPPERS.

COMPRISES TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY-FIVTHEIR SELLING PRICE RANGES FROM $2 TO $2.60.
PICft. FOR
E

TAKE YOUR

$1.45

ROSENWALD BROS.
Gross, Blackwell &Cq
(Incorporated)

flesh-formin-

Wool, Hides, Pelts

FREE TO THE SICK.

Persons suffering from disease in
chronic forms are invited to consult Dr.
Pierce, bv letter, free. All correspond- ence held as strictly private and sacredly
confidential. Address Dr. K v. iierce.

We handle
II

K. C. Baking

ll'll.llll

M

I

Sometimes a dealer tempted by the
little more profit paid by less mentoti- -

-

.

BiawciasMB'551

ous medicines will offer a substitute for
"Golden Medical Discovery," claiming
it is "lust as eood." Do not allow
yourself to lie imposed upon. Iusist on
getting the "Discovery,"

1

I

i

Powder,

Navajo Blankets,
Curtice Canned Goods,
Colorado Lard and Meats.

Buffalo. N. Y.

1

Ml

Houses at
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EA3T LAS
VEGAS, N. M, AND GLOR-- I
ETA, N. M.

WHAT OUGHT TO BR.

Frank T. Smith, of 43 Van Siclin
Avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y.(isays : "The
Medical Adviser ought to be in every
household. I have already got some
verv valuable information from it which
alone has more than paid for the exist of
the book."
This great work, containing icoS pages
and over 700 illustrations, is sent free
on receipt ot stamps to pay expense ot
stamps
mailing only. Send 31 one-cevolume or only 21
lor the cloth-bounstamps for the book in paper covers.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.

J. M. riOORE
(ESTABLISHED

d

1886.)

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

retary of the territory, commencing on
January 13, 1902. He took the oath of
office before Chief Justice W. J. Mills.
For Pneumonia.
J. Bishop, Agnew, Mich., says:
"I have used Foley's Honey and Tar
In three very severe cases of pneu
monia with good results in every case"
Beware of substitutes. Alvarado Phar
Dr. C.

macy.

ABSTRACT3 OF TITLE TO BERNALILLO COUNTY REAL ESAND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BEST COMPANIES AT LOWE8T
HOUSES RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES PAID
RATES.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
AND

i
I

WW-

TATE

THE

-

ROOT
''4

Of YOU

'

HAIR
should look
like this,
but U you have

I

MANAGER OF

Albuquerque Abstract Company

DANDRUFF
THE

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

GERM

destroys and wither! it like this.
"Destroy the cauM
you remove the

effect"

Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Hell Telephone No. 115.

so

No Dandruff,

!

rallinj flair, no
Baldness, if you

s

one-hal- f

INVENTORY,
AND
ON THE FIRST OF FEBRUARY WE TAKE
WOULD RATHER INVOICE CASH THAN THE THOUSAND AND
ONE ARTICLES WHICH ACCUMULATE IN A YEAR'S BUSINESS.

The claims made lor
"Golden Medicftl Discov
ery" are not imaginative
o r theoretical.
Every
claim of cure is founded
on a solid fact, a written
record, of the cure of deep- seated coughs, weak lungs.
hemorrhages, emaciation
and other forms ot disease
which it neglected or un
skilfully treated find a
fatal termination in con
sumption.
"I had a cough and
nleht-sweatalso spitting
of blood ; no lite," writes
Mrs. M. A. Cary . of ( Indian

o

s

Real Genuine Bargains

FOUNDED ON FACTS

Frank Treadwell, Bennett, la., was
troubled with kidney disease for two
years. He writes: "i naa taicen sev
eral kinds of kidney remedies, but
with little benefit Finally I tried Fo
ley's Kidney Cure and a one dollar hot
tie cured me." Alvarado Pharmacy.
FREE

Now For Bargains!

ts

A Cure for Lumbago.
W. C. Williamson, of Amherst, Va.,
says: "For more than a year I sur
fered from lumbago. I finally tried
Chamberlain's Pain Balm and it gave
me entire relief, which all other rem
edies had failed to do." For sale by
all druggists.

3

KILL THE GERM
with NEWBRO'S

HERPIOIDE
For sale by ell "nitwit. Price

$1.

ji

Nasal Catarrh
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. lii' h is
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mail. The liquid furui embodies the
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LOCAL UNDERTAKER

8ANTA FE PACIFIC

COnriERCIAL

CLUB

RAILROAD.

BUILDING.

Albuquerque. Foundry and Machine Works

J

:;:

i'.-

(.W-e-u-

lutd-ici&-

Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Grade uars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
R. P. HALL,

FOUNDRY

SIDE RAILROAD

TRACK.

"

ALBUQUERQUE.

N.

M.
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intemperance and all Its accompanying
evils with which he has had to contend during his missionary work In
this territory.
To be Established Here With a Box
Resolved, That a copy of these reso
be sent to Dr. Harwood and
lutions
Factory in Connection.
ah'o to the local and W. C. T. U. pa-

LUMBER

8

'

IF YOU ARE LOOKING
H FOR A SNAP

'

8
H

DISHES
this counter It marked down to actual cost.
We are also celling a fine Imported,

on

China Dinner Set

i$12.50

FOR.

Jts's a Beauty

A. B. McGAFFEY & Co.
CXXXXXXXXX33CX3COCXD

L. H. SHOEMAKER,

YOU WANT THE

205 West Gold avenue,
Next to First National Bank.

Not only in Groceries

New & Second Hand Furniture

Furniture

shipment
second-han-

d

but

BEST,
in Flour.

Empress Flour

Stoves and Household Goods.
Re; airing a Specialty.
stored and packed for
Highest prices paid for
household goods.

JOE RICHARDS,

CIGARS
tl3j4 West

Railroad Avenue.

contains a'.l the essential elements of
1902 the perfect flour. In other words it is
1882
the best. Long milling experience has
taught us your Leeds and in this flour
A trial
we have attained perfection.
you
we
wiil
the
convince
make
that
Sole agents for Casino and Ora brand
flour that goes In the sack that is imCanned Goods. Dealers in
printed with the "sign of the best."

F. G. Pratt & Co.
Staple and Fancy Groceries

AT YOUR GROCERS

South Second street.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on
'
earth
Free delivery.
Orders solicited.
214

' MELINI & EAKIN
LIQUORS,

WHOLESALE

CIGARS

We handle everything In our lino

:

Telephone Service

'5

YOU WANT

X

QUICK ANO RELIABLE!

Distillers Agents
Special distributors Taylor & Williams
Louir.vlllc, Kentucky
111 K

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE

g

AND TELEGRAPH

St., Albuquerque.

N. M

O GENTLEMEN!

T

$
.

g

First

CO.

Q

g

THE SAMPSON WINDMILL

;

OvW. Strong & Sons,
-.

pers.

CAPITALISTS

VISIT OUR
BARGAIN COUNTER

Everything

MILLS.

Our selection of over two thousand
winter samples, comprising all the
fashionable goods for gentlemen's
suitings, fancy vestings, overcoats
and fulldress suits, are ready for
your inspection. Our tailoring and
styles are unexcelled and the prices
talk. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
215 South Second street.
BUSINESS LOCALS.

Attend the underwear sale at the
The latest Improvements and strong- Economist.
est mill on the market.
Double geared and removable bab- getSubscribe for The Daily Citizen and
the news.
bitt boxings.
Outing flannel, 5 cents per yard.
Leon B. Stern.

AT

ALBUQUERQUE

THE HEAD.

-

)

Society of the Knights of Columbus
. Wilt Be Organized Here.
Last night at a meeting held In
Mayor Marron's offlce, tne temporary
officers wore elected: O. N. Marron,
chairman, and P. F. McCanna, secretary.
Hon. W. T. McNary, a member of
the national board of directors of the
order, was present and made a very
interesting talk on the insurance, social and fraternai benefits of the so-

.

,

Undertakers and Embalmers

We make embalming and shipping a specialty,
and give personal attention to calls, day or
night.
License Colorado State Board of
Health No. 68. Automatic 'phone No. 147,
Colorado 'phone No. 75.
Champion. Mass.,
and VV. S. schools of embalming.

W. C. T. U.

A NEW LODGE.

The citizens of this city and the surrounding country will learn with' gnat
satisfaction that the plans mentioned
some time since through the columns
of this paper for the establishment of
a large lumber plant in Albuquerque
are about to be put Into operation, as
will be soon by the fol owlng summary
of nn article published In a recent Issue of the Hillsdale Standard, In which
it is stated that last month the Anierl-- t
an Lumber company, capitalized at
$8,000,000, was incorporated under the
New Jersey state laws, with the. following named gentltmen as the executive board: A. K. Chapman, president;
O. D. Harding, secretary and treasurer; J. S. Stearns, A. R. Chapman and
Dr. W. H. Sawyer, E3 an executive
committee, the offices of the company
being located at Chicago. In addition
the board of directors includes seventeen gentlemen who are prominent in
financial circ.cn and whose connection
with the company guarantees- sound
management of the
and bupinor-s.ikiaffairs of the incorporation. The article further makes mention of the
fact, already published through the
columns of The Citizen, that the organ
Izurs of the company had purchased
"00,000
acres of land In McKInley
and Valencia counties; a tract being
rich in timber, coal and other mineral
deposits. It is stated, however, that
for the present the company will develop the timber resources only and
will bu'ld several miles of railroad to
transport the logs to a connecting
point with the Santa Fe road, thus
shipping the logs to Albuquerque direct, the Santa Fe having given advantageous transportation rates.
From the foregoing extracts It will
be seen that the American Lumber
company 'Is making preparations to
operate on a large scale, which means
the employment of many men and increased local business. The magnitude of the undertaking will be appreciated when it Is stated that the company will erect mills at this city with a
capacity of fifty million feet per annum, and will also have a planing mill,
so that all kinds of dressed lumber
can be put on the market to supply
builders' and manufacturers' demands,
Besides the mills for converting logs
into dressed lumber there will be a
box and other additions to the plant,
so as to utilize every scrap of timber
brought from the mountains. The development of the country and the corresponding benefits to be derived by
this city doe3 not end with the lumber
planU but means-- in addition that the
land thus cleared and the opening up
of a wilderness will result irt'many
thousands more acres of land" being
put into cultivation, largely Increasing
the amount of grain, fruit and other
produce
with which to supply the
home market, and looking farther, the
subsequent development of the Immense mineral deposits will add large
ly to the population and wealth of Bernalillo, McKinley and Valencia coun
ties, of which Albuquerque is the nat
ural trading center.
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ciety.
Mr. McNary made no effort at oratory, but in an easy confidential manner, which commands attention, explained the working facilities of the or-

Watches,
Diamonds
EVERYTHING IN THE JEWELRY LINE. MAGNIFICENT
STOCK TO SELECT FROM. PRICES RIGHT. WATCHES
REPAIRED AND ACCURATELY ADJUSTED.

ganization.
The order

Is two' years old and has
a membership of 80,000, 40,000 of whom
are insurance policy holders. '
The insurance of the society has the
term rate system. A policy is issued
for $l,0(o and the rate of assessment
depends entirely on the age of the policy holder, and changes with Increasing a.e. Any person of Catholic faith
and of good physical health Is eligible
to memlership.
The national organizers. Who are
now on the coast, will be here to
the Albuquerque council. Thirty-fapplications for. membership
ive
were made at last night's meeting,
md It is thought that enough will be
secured to bring the number up to
bfty.
Dr. Hope has been appointed local
medical examiner and is pretty busy
today with those who made applica-

tion at last night's meeting.
Mr. McNary Is a member of the
Massachusetts legislature and with a
party of friends is touring over the
west sightseeing. They went to Santa
Fe this morning and expect to return
here this evening.

T. Y.MAYNARD.

Brockmeier & Cox,
PLUMBERS.
Gold Avenue.
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Highland Methodist Church, South
pastor.
Arno street, M. Hodgson,
h
Sunday school at 10 a. m. sharp.
League at 6:30 p. m. Preaching
at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. We have
good singing and bright services. A
Bring your
cordial welcome to all.
friends with you. Strangers especially
Ep-wort-

invited.
.
St. John's Episcopal Church. Sun
day school at 10 a. m. Morning prayer
and sermon at 11 a. m.; subject, "Be
hold the Man" "Ecce Homo." Eve
ning prayer and sermon at 7:30 p. m
The rector will preach in the morning
and Rev. Dr. Cook In the evening
Good singing and uright services. All

No.

J
West Railroad Avenue.

Presbyterian Church, Silver avenue

vited.
First Congregational church, W. J.
BUY THEM NOW.
WRAPPERS!
Marsh, pastor Sunday school at 9:45
HOTEL
HIGHLAND.
rtOSENWALD BROS.
T. P. Baums, Missoula, Mont.; John a. m.; preaching at 11 a. m.; Junior
Demlng has Increased 50 per cent. In
p. m.; Christian En
R. Graham and wife, Fred S. Gore and Endeavor at 2:30
population In four years.
deavor at 6:30 p. m., to which young
wife,
S.
T.
Gore
Oscar
wife.
W.
and
Copper, tin and galvanized Iron
No
McNary and wife, W. T. Shea, Boston; people are especially invited.
work. Whitney company.
evening
in
in
preaching
this
the
Demlng water and pure ozone make William Hagan, San Francisco; Albert church, as the congregation will unite
L. Teele, Denver; J. II. Knaeble, Denstrong and healthy people.
in the services at the Baptist churuch.
Special prices on all ready to wear ver; W. T. Coatsworth, Denver; L. L.
Lyon, Denver; E. E. Silber. St. Louis;
garments at the Economist.
Notice of Meeting.
Lap robes from 35c up at Albert Baron and Baroness Monehew, Wash
Members are notified of and earnest
ington, D. C; F. G. Clark, El Paso; ly requested to attend a regular meet
Faber's, 305 Railroad avenue.
No tuberculosis preservaline or col Louis Trailer, Los Lungs; Alex. Mc ing of the Cattle and Horse Protective
Donald and wife, Fond du Lac, Wis.
oring in Matthews' Jersey mllK.
association of central New Mexico to
your
get
place
Kleinw'ort'B
is
to
be held at Magdalena, New Mexico, on
the
STURGES' EUROPEAN.
The above cut represents the run- nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
Friday, February 14, at 10 a. ni , 1902
one
gear
Sampson.
G.
R.
ning
F.
of the
With
Shaver. Santa Fe; G.
meat.
New Vork; T. V. Keani, Ari- for the consideration of the regular
shield removed to show the working
IT IS EXCEP
READ OUR AD.
parts.
George W. Hillnian, San Ber- business, also of special questions, and
zona;
ROSEN- TIONALLY INTERESTING.
annual election of officers. All
nardino, Cal.; G. H. Stratton, Los An- for thegrowers
WALD BROS.
and buyers are cordially
geles; A. B. Woodman, Denver; M. B. stock
A. D. JOHNSON, Agent.
Demlng is a great health resort
invited to attend and join.
Louis;
Kelly,
St.
H.
W.
Smith.
Las
Albuquerque, N. M.
has no superior in climate for the cure
Vegas; E. V. Mattang, Kansas City; C.
of pulmonary troubles.
HOT LUNCH TONIGHT, AND IT
and walking F. Goetz and wife. Ntw York; Allen WILL BE ALL RIGHT AT M. F. MY
dress
skirts
Indies'
skirts at special reduced prices this WilRon, Denver; G. W. Davenport. ERS' BAR IN THE REAR OF ME LI
OjMONEY TO
week at the Economist.
Denver; A. M. Roos, Lake Lendes, NI & EAKIN'S.
o
On diamonds, watches or any good
Look Into Kleinwort s . market on Mich.; L. P. Shoemaker and wife,
A Warm. Welcome
Becurity. Great bargains in watches North Third street. He has the nicest Cleveland, Ohio.; Sam Levi, San Fran
To a'.l comers tonight at the Zelger
of every description.
fresh meats in the city.
cisco; L. D. Carter, Oakland, Id.
A hot free lunch and the choicCafe.
Why buy high priced lots when you
A. H. YANOW,
will be served.
liquors
est
NEW METROPOLITAN.
can get them cheap in Demlng now,
209 South Second street, few doors
Mrs. M. R. Williams, Chics ;o; R.
Demlng will be the great smelter
with certain advance assured?
north of i stofftce.
center. Two large plants will be in
WRAPPER SPECIAL: 99 CENTS Jones, St. Louis.
stalled within the year.
FOR ALL THAT SOLD UP TO $1.50;
0G0X:O0K0O0C0OtJO0m $1.45
GRAND CENTRAL.
FOR ALL THAT SOLD UP TO
At the Highland Buffet tonight, P.
w T. Coltsworth, Denver.
COLD AVE. BAKUAIN SlUKfc. Q $2.50. ROSEN WALD BROS.
Guillon will Berve to his patrons a hot
Mrs. I sol a Bambini, at her parlors
free lunch, the principal feature of
Resolutions of Regret.
at the corner of Railroad avenue and
which will be turkey w ith trimmings
pleased
It
Whereas,
Master
has
the
North Fourth street, is prepared to
and the best w Ines and liquors of all
Emily
to
our
Mrs.
sister,
Harwood,
call
give thorough scalp treatment, do Uair
.7 PJ
kinds on the side. An invitation is
on
In
to
eaith
her rest
dressing, treat corns, bunions and in- from her lubor
extended to all local and visiting
growing nails.
She gives massage heaven.
brethren.
Bo it resolved, That in the death of
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bamo
Buy lots and build in Doming. Your
bini's own preparations of complexion Sister Harwood, which occurred on the
cream builds up the skin amf improves 15th day of January, 1902, the Wom- rental returns will be 20 per cent, ou
the complexion, aud are guaranteed an's Christian Temperance Union has the investment.
I
.
o
not to lie injurious. She also prepares sustained the loss of one of its
ablest
The Zelger Cafe chef knows how to
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and hair falling out; restores and iiios:t devoted workers wherever prepare a lunch to please the most exV
.IV,
moles, dispersed owr the globe, and while acting and the one he has ready for
life to dfad hair; removes
f.
warts aud superfluous hair. Give her death has paralyzed her brain and tonight will be just right.
o
a trial.
hand from further physical labor, yet
Notice.
she continues to work through the in
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
Now Is the Time
of the army of recruits that In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
tluence
buy
ton
of
coal
nice
from
a
To
the she
has enlisted iluriug the quarter of orders, 5 cents up, 111 North First
Clarkville yards. You are sure to be a century
New and Second Hand
she has labored as a mis- street.
satisfied.
o
sionary in this territory, attended with
Don't forget to sample one of those
the privations, toil and labor that chicken
HEAVEN, Prop.
JOHW
tam'ales at the Metropolitan
The best cough cure is Dr. Jos. should give her a hUh stanning among bar tonight. They are free and you'll
(Gray's, 25 cents a bottle, at J. II those that have sacrificed their lives be given a cordial welcome.
O'Reilly & Co.
o
fcr the cause of Christ.
x
o
Doming waier Is chemically pure
Resolved, That we exLnd to Dr.
It will pay you. to see Hall & Learu- Harwood our most earnest and heart- equal to Polan Springs.
aru before purchasing a piano.
o
felt sympathv in his great bereaveo
Hot Lunch
BORRADAILE & CO.
111 Demlng
in thn loss of his devoted com
the demand for rental fVu-nTonight at the White Elephant, best
117 West Gold Avenue
houses is five times in excess of the panion, who has so nobly stood by him the market affords, and it will be free
supply.
in his long and uneven fight against to all comers.
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20 YEAR8 EXPERIENCE IN PRESCRIPTION TRADE.
Automatic 'Phone 4S8
Hell Telephone No. 63.

99C99a99999
At all points

of our star shoe, the C. P. Ford,
you get the prime reuisltes of
a satisfactory shoe;. fit, grace,'

I

style, durability and comfort,
and you dont pay too much for
Buying as we
these at $3.50.
buy and selling as we sell, you
will find it difficult to do better
in footgear anywhere In town.

STYLE.

CRACE?

Vp;

welcome.
and Fifth street, T. C. Beattle, pastor.
Services at 11 a. m. and 7:30 p. m
Y. P. S. C. E. at 6:45 p. m. Sunday
school at 9:45 a. m. All cordially in

f

Druggist,

Lead Avenue

welcomed.

BUILDERS' HARDWARE.

00000000f
GEO. B. WILLIAMS

WHERE TO WORSHIP.

Methodist Church.
Preaching at 11 a.m. and 7:30 p. m.,
and a general service at 4 p. m. Sunday school at 9:45 a. a.
Epworth
League at 6:30 p. m.
All cordially

s

DURABILITY

iiWm, Chaplin.

COMFORT

MOST COMPLETE STOCK OF CHILDREN'S SHOES IN CITY

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Club House Brand
Is a synonym for quality, and comprises all grocers' shelf goods, canned,
bottled, pickled and sacked. Order the
"Club House Brand," which is the best
line obtainable. Our service Is prompt
and our customers are assured proper
treatment.

.

Dry-phu-

A. J. MALOY,

214- -

W. Railroad Ave

LOANx

.

mm
1

mm

i

5

Household
Goods

-

E. J. POST & CO.
HARDWARE
A Complete Line of

t

Iron Pipe, Jenkin's Valves, Iron Pipe,
Fittings, Steam and Water Supplies.

fiflechanics' Tools a Specialty
NEW MEXICO

ALBUQUERQUE

IToti &Gradi
IN

DEALERS

GROCERIES

AND

Flour, Feed, Provisions Hay
and Uraln.
Imported French and Italian
Goods.

UQCOBS.

Sole agents for 5a n Antonio Lime.

-

.

Free delivery to all parts of the city.

t

OOCCO000eXCC0C

Telephone

247.

213, 215, 217

North Third Street

V
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The market today was decidedly
weak and there was selling of long
stork pending decision of the Northern
Securities case, which comes Monday.
We douM, however, whether there will
le" any definite action on Monday.
There was strength In Amal. and sugar
and decided weakness in Readings and
Erles.
Amalgamated Copper
71
...
Atchison
"5
Atchison, preferred
96g
Sugar
125
47',4
Smelters
102
llaltlmore & Ohio
D. R. T
65

Prices on
Fine Watches
will fuvo von from

jven to ten
.Jira
watch
'T&&?& lars on

mm..

dol- -

esich

l

UlllillllfZft

21-je-

-

i

i

i

i
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New Mexico's Trading Jewelry House
.Corner Gold avenue and Second

.

...
II

III nil

III

Hill

HIUI11I

3SVa

70

for this purpose to
the amount of about $1,500.
It Is understood by some that the
confirmation of Got. Otero Is quite like
ly to Improve T. B. McNaIr chances
for the east side postmastershlp, In
case the present Incumbent doesn't
succeed in holding over for another
term or two.
From the Record.
' BeniKno Cacon, a Mexican living
In Chihuahua town. East Las Vegas,
U dead. He was burled at the city's
expense.
Mrs. E. O. Henriquet and daughter,
Miss Rebecca, will leave on Sunday for
Los Angeles, Cal., to spend a few
months.
Samuel Sperry and sister, Mrs. Wells,
returned to Los Cerrillos after attending the funeral of Mrs. H. M.

Stecker.
Fannie

102T4

.

I

Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains, BlMketa and
House Furnishing Goods.

Grand Remnant Sale

Stern Jiag transferred to
Rose Williams, in consideration of
..100
N. Y. O. & V
33
considerable property on and near
West National street
148V&
Pennsylvania
The ftore of Gross & Richards Co
65
Reading .
at Tucumearl. was robbed oti Monday
32
Southern Railway
of this week, but only one case of dry
Southern Railway, preferred .... 92
goas v.as stolon, that being In one of
t&
Southern Pacific
lenn. C. & I
C24 the tent stores.
100y4Union Pacific
You are invited to come and bring
42
Steel
your friends to enjoy our hot free
'
92
Steel, preferred
lunch tonight, at the White Elephant
22
Wabash
... 41 to For a first classo Sunday dinner go
Wabash, preferred
the Metropolitan restaurant, 103
North First street; twenty-fivLUMBER DEALERS.
cents.
Meet and Elect Officers Ask Congress 'Doming, the railroad center of New
Mexico.
to Aid Irrigation.
The Colorado, New Mexico and Wyo
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
ming Lumber Dealers' association con Whson sewing machines.
Albert Fa- cluded Its tenth annual convention at ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Springs Wednesday, the
Colorado
Subscribe for The Dally Citizen and
greater part of the closing day being
taken up with the electlaiiiof directors get the news.
and officers. The nominating commitU. S. DEPOSITORY
tee named twenty-sidelegates, of
CLASSIFIED ADS.
whom the following Hen were elected
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
directors: It. W. English. Denver; I.
FOR RENT.
Santa Fe Railway Companies.
1'. McAllister, Boulder; D. E. Gibson.
RENT Fine alfalfa farm, six
Canon City; C. B. Goddard. Sterling; FOR
Authorized Capital
teen acres, under ditch; plenty of
.$500,000.00
M. A. Gibson. Akron; D. C. Donovan,
water; fine orchard and seven-rooSurplus
Paid
up
and
Capital,
profits..
$200,000.00
Longmont; V. C. Davenport, Salida;
house; a good opportunity. Apply to
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
W. E. McClung, Colorado Springs; W.
O. Rivera, Old Albuquerque.
L. Clayton. Greeley; C. A. Black, Fort FOR RENT A new upright piano for
Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi- rent. Inquire at Whitson Music Co. S
Collins. These lu turn elected the fol. dent; Frank McKee, cashier;
lowing officers: - President, D. C. Dono UOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
- - - - - - - - A 1J. McMillan.
Raynolds,
F.
II.
witn heat and hot baths. Inquire at
van, kongraont; vice president, C. B.
Roosevelt
house.
secretary-treasureGoddard, Sterling;
FOR RENT New seven-roobrick,
H. II. Ilemenway. Cripple Creek.
At
residence suite. No. 519 West Gold
the close of the afternoon meeting res
avenue, with all modern conveniolutions were unanimously adopted faOLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
ences;
possession
given at once.
voring the measures providing for the
three-rooNow
No.
reclamation of the arid lands and peti407 Granite avenue; water furnished
tioning congress to maintain the Ding-leand possession Feb. 1. Apply to
tariff on sugar. Denver Repub
H. H. Ti'ton, 118 Gold avenue.
lican.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping In the country, cheap.
MINER KILLED.
Use of horse and buggy If desired.
Cave In at the Sopris Mine Causes
Inquire at J. A. Skinner's grocery.,
Carries the Larfcat
Death of Joe Petrlck.
Flour, 0 rain
FOR RENT 5 room brick house. See
and float ExUaalva
Joe Petrlck, a Polander, 34 years of
Jay A. Hubbs, at Albquuerque Steam
Hock ol
and Provisions.
age, met death suddenly last evening
Laundry.
StaplcGroceries
about 6 o'clock In the Sopris mine.
Car lot a spsclslty .
found aaathwest.
FOR 8ALE.
He was .working in room 45 of the
tweifth east entry when a cave In oc- FOR SALE-FreFARH AND FREIOHT WAGONS.
milk cow. Call at
curred, the unfortunate miner being
1101 South Second street.
caught under a mass of coal and rock. FOR SALE
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
power gasoline
Death ensued in a few minutes. Deengine, nearly new; a bargain. John
ceased is survived by a wife. Tho
Newlander, Albuquerque, N. M.
cylinfuneral occurred from the Catholic FOR SALE A Chicago-Taylo- r
der printing press, several racks and
church this afternoon.
stands, quite a lot of Job and adverCoroner Sipe is looking into the ac
tising type, and several hundred
cident Trinidad Chronicle-News- .
pounds, of new brevier body letter.
Inquire, The Citizen, Albuquerque,
Grant Survey Necessary.
N. M.
A topographical map of the property
FOR
SALE 200 acres land scrip; Imof the Las Vestas land grant Is in the
f
mediate delivery. For sale by
riiands of a Las Vegas gentleman. It Is
& Strauss.
PRESCRIPTIONS
individual property, says tne Optic.
FOR SALE Bay horse, 15 hands high,
weigh about i050 pounds; price $50.
A recent survey of the Tecolote
Inquire of M. J. O'Rourke, 410 North
grant of 61,000 acres cuts that amount
Mutual Telephone 143.
Second street
off the Lts Vegas land grant The city
Albuquerque.
FOR
SALE
A.
Lee
in
Lots
the
John
is therefore entitled to have a float
(formerly
Whiting
addition
the
issued for 61,000 acres of unoccupied
Railroad Avenue and Second Street,
place), convenient to shops, for cash
government land. This will restore
or on time. Apply to O. L. Althel-me- r
the grant to its original area of 496,000
or A. Flelsher, 215 South Second
acres. Las Vegas must pay $3,200 for
street.
a survey before it can get a patent to FOR SALE Good saddle or driving
pony. Apply at once. 606 Acequia
the grant. This will require at least
street.
two months. After that will come the
twelve
placing of the property in cautious, FOR SALE Fairbanks-Morshorse power gasoline engine; never
brainy, honest business men's hands In
used. Address Box 407, AlbuquerSfiBPLE AND CLUB ROOK.
order that it may be utilized to the
que, N. M.
general advancement of that commuFinest
nity whose heritage and whose birth
WANTED.
Whiskies.
right it is.
JOSEPH BAKNETT, Prop.
Brandiea,
WANTED
Healthy woman to do
ISO W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines,
etc
cooking, house and plain laundry
Two Ranch Sales.
work for family gt three; no scrubEdward Hubs, of Highrolls, Otero
bing. Address "X," Citizen office.
county, has bought the Henry SuthTJIJKI) STKEKT
erland property at La Luz in the same WANTED Girl for general housework. Apply to Mrs. J. F. Luthy,
county, from the Alamogordo Improvecorner Railroad avenue and Arno
ment company for $3,000 and sold his
street.
ranch at Highrolls to A. Cadwalader, WANTED
Place to work by the day
of El Paso, Texas. Mr. Hubs reports
or month; cooking, house or launthat smallpox Is still prevalent at
dry work. 423 West Lead avenue.
HiEhrolls.
WANTED A competent saleslady at
MI kinds iTTftch and e?n!9 Martfc
or
11 i3si tutu Kiii
a salary from $75 up.
to
Write
New Mexico Mining Stocks.
Frankenburg Bros. & Newman,
At the Boston mine exchange lust
STEAM SAUS4GE FACTiRY.
Arizona.
week 195 shares of Cochiti Gold Min- WANTED A girl to do housework;
ing company stock were sold at from
no ironing. J. H. Johnson, 113 East
$1.93 to $2.00 a share. Of Santa Fe
Lead avenue.
E MIL KLBINWORT. Prop.
Gold & Copper
Mining company's WANTED Ladies to. work on sofa pilstock 1,617 shares were sold at from
MASOMC W ILLING.
lows. Materials furnished. Steady
THIItli BTlUilT
$2.50 to ?3.o jer share.
work guaranteed experience unnec
essary. Send stamped envelope to
LAS VEGAS.
135

$2,-50-

Wc have a very large variety
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22
161

St. Paul
Erie
Erie, first preferred
lx)uisville & Nashville
Manhattan
Missouri racific

Kiur watch n pairing.

FOR SALE BY

H. E. FOX.

C. G. & W

$22.
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el subscriptions

MARKET QUOTATIONS.

Our

1
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of short lengths of Carpets,

Linoleum and Mattings, whicn
we place on sale at half actual
cost.

-

Man

tunce
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EXCEPT IN TliB FIRS BOX.
Ptwl and Malloahle Iron used In th
construction of these ranges.
We also have a complete line of

"Art Garland"
BasebuAners

Double-heatin- g

They hare no peer or rival In the base
burner world In point of elegance and
High finis u.

120

Hardware- Co
-

GOLD AVENTJB.

OCOOOOCIOOCXXDOOOCOOOOOOOOCCOC

Your Credit is Good
'

AT

HALL,

&

MIHIMIIMMINMHWIIMHUHimillHIMI

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

x

204 SOUTH

SECOND STREET.

,

brick-cottage-

Chlckering Bros.' and other makes of Pianoa, Violina, Banjos,
Guitars, Mandolins and everything in the Music line. Call or write
..
for catalogues.
OCOCOCOCODOOCOOOCOCOO

L. B PUTNEY,

y

WHOLESALE GROCER.

,

S.ooo References as to Quality of Work.

The

Watch

TrW

Southwestern

cPair Mouse. "" -

'

nd

tMni0MimmiMiiinmiM$MMiitiomm

r,

LEARNARD'S

THE SQUARE MUSIC DEALERS,

I

To-pekaa-

Illiwrw

THE GREAT MAJESTIC.

e

sh

1

Work Solicited From Entire Southwest.

TTTJ
ST AlNiN
A

OC

Official Watch Repairers A. T.
CHM
OUiN , S. F. Railroads, Albuquerque.
&

ooctooeoKox
in onuo, ql uu....
ocminur
DET A

DDI

DDAO

OA

Q.

I

lbright Place, Mountain Road....
.Your Patronage Solicited.

WOOL PULLERS,
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

i

tOK00io0X0
Coal and Wood

!

MS

caonadi

K

When in Need of Coal, Wood
or Kindling Call Clark-vill- e
Yard.
Wocd sawed In any lengths

to suit.
Orders Delivered Promptly.

JOHN
Bell Telephone

H.

15AV2, Prtfp.

No. 4

RUPPE,

Met-cal-

A

..

B.

Automatic 'Phone No.

265

TH 1

e

ST. ELMO

Meai Market

n.iuia.

Bis-be-

MAUSARD'S MILLS
CHAS. MAUSARD, Proprietor.

Frcnthe

Optic.
Local mining Interests are looking

up.
W. W. Smith,

erstwhile Las Vegan.
li now agent for the International Correspondence schools of Scranton, Pa.,
at 501 North Stanton street, El Paso,
Texas.

proposition is on foot to have the
United States government acquire the
Montezuma hotel at the hot springs
and convert It Into a Eanltarium for
returned soMleis from the PhilipA

Dept.,
Miss MrGee, Needlework
M"al Co., Chicago.
AGENTS To sell "Schley and San-t'no- "
Autoby Geo. E. Graham.
graph Introduction and personal account of battlo by Rear Admiral
Sdil.y. True story of Santiago told
r
for firbt time, c.elli
than
"Life of McKlnley."
Liberal commissions.
Free outfit ready. Send
stamps for postage.
seven
Books now ready. Beware of imitations. Can be had only from sole
publishers. W. B. CONKEY COMPANY, Chicago, 111.
fa:-.te-

COC00C00KDe090ft09C0O:

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & BOTHE, Proprietors

I

BAR 'AND CLUB ROOMS

FINEST WHISKIE6, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC
The Coolert and Highest Grade of Lager served.
Q
Finest and Best Imported end Domestic Cigars
O

pines.
The final statement of tho operetta,
MISCELLANEOUS.
"Triumph of Love," la as follows:
Total receipts. $213.50; bills, $130.05; DETECTIVE Shrewd, reliable man
balance, $,u,j45; of which sum Mrs.
wanted in every locality. Act under
Neumayer received for her p!ay and
orders; no experience necessary.
Kor-fwork, $1044.72, tho public library reNative end Chicago Lumber.
particulars write American
ceiving a like amount.
Detective Association, Indianapolis,
It is a stone fence that is to enclose
Sherwin-Willia- ms
Indiana.
ALWAVS,!r.
the Normal university grounds inntea l HANDSOME and immensely wealthy Covers More I Look
t Wars Loug-e- st SASH,
1XH)KS. HUM, FLASTKK
B.t
of an iron fence as was erroneously
American widow wants immediately
' Most Economical I Full MiaAure I Ll.VK, CKMKNT, ULAhS, 1'AINT, Ktfl
reported In the Optic yesterday. The
Address,
able, honest husband.
soliciting committee has already tecur- Erie, Oneonta Bulldig, Chicago, 111.
First street and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.

cD?jX)ocoooooocaocK)ceoooeoa

J. C.

BALDRIDGE

1

The Largest and Best Flour Mills in New Mexico.
Lets a Specialty.
ALBUQUERQUE,

N. M.

Paint Building Paper

Floor and Bran in Car
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folio to a
an
PRESS COMMENTS.
and he intends to commence grinding
improvement
is a decided SICK MADE WELL;
nnarto.
The
of
March
keep
ore by the first
and
Say
to
Have
Exchanges
the
What
Liberal.
.
Lordsbura
running steady all the summer, runWEAK MADE STRONG
About The Citizen.
ning day and night. The ore taken
CREDIT TO TERRITORY.
good
as
as
the mine has
out now is
LIBERAL SUPPORT.
Tne Albuauerque Citizen came out
produced in the last ten years.
The Albuquerque Citizen has been la8t Saturday evening in its new dress, Marvelous Elixir of Life Discovered
eight-pagenlarged to a
paper,
viz.: An eight-page- ,
by Famous Doctor-Scienti.That
HOLBROOK.
DEMINQ.
St. Louis, spent a day in Bernalillo
paper, and otherwise Improved. The which Is a credit to the territory. SilCures Every Known Ailment.
selling shoes.
Citizen has been a good newspaper al- ver City Enterprise.
Special Correspondence
Louis Benjamin, representing Met-cal- f Special Correspondence.
Wonderful Cures Are Effected That
ways, and its publishers are fortunate
V.
A.
Thos.
T.,
Jan.
i4.
Holbrook.
Deming. N. M., Jan. 24. Doming Is
& Strauss, of Albuquerque, looked
Seem Like Miracles Performed
LIFE.
busithe
a
town
where
live
in
the
Canyon,
that
Arizona,
of
Koatn,
Keam's
Busigoing ahead with great strides.
The Secret of Long Life of
after the firm's business here.
newspapers
and
appreciate
men
ness
D.
8
Washington,
for
today
on
No.
left
(A Literary Curiosity.)
ness is booming and applications for
Olden Times Revived.
generous
upon
a
bestow
them
such
"Whv all thin toil for triumnhn nf an
houses to rent and store buildings are An Attack of Pneumonia Warded Off. C, where he will transact business and
The Remedy Is Free to All Who Send
' l jour? (YOUng.l summer man is
lay daughter caught incidentally get a glimpse of the support, vjuiy ujr iuo nuciw
"Some time
coming in from many quarters which
Name and Address.
but
"Life's a short
She complained of "strenuous life" of our national capital of the business men was The Citizen
cannot be met for lack of accommo- a severe cold.
bad as represented by our delegates who able to display the enterprising spirit a flower." (Dr. Johnson.)
a
had
and
In
chest
her
pains
years
After
of patient study, and delvdation.
"By turns we catch the fatal breath ing Into the dusty
I gave
of its publishers. Strangers Judge a
her Chamberlain's have "bills to get through" congress
record of the part, as
On Wednesday evening Tom Green cough.
(Pope.)
die;
following
Well
and
aa
modern pTnprimnntfl In
Cough Remedy according to directions
town bv the sunDort it accords its
Upton and Miss Daisy Wamel were and In two days she was well and and big hotel bills to pay.
tomb,
how
the
realms
of
medical
alas!
and
the
science. Dr. James
cradle
The
the
W. Kltld, 2757 First National Bank buildiHolbrook is without a meat shop at newspapers, and every Issue of pro
nigh." (Prior.)
married and left for California the able to go to school. I have used
ng;,
papers
Wayne,
Albuquerque
ind.,
Fort
two
the startTo be is better far than not to be," ling announcement thatmakes
next day. The wedding and the recep- tnis remedy in my family for ttt past present, which necessitates our send claimexcellent
he has surely
and activ (Sewell.)
enterprise
energy,
the
places
Albuquerque
other
ing
and
to
seven years and have never known it
tion were both brilliant affairs.
ity of that city's business men. U a
"Though all man s life may seem a
On Friday last there was an excur- to fail, says James irenaergasi, mer- forr. meats very Inconvenient.
discerning man saw a copy of either or traeedv:" (Soencer.)
Mr.
v
t
wo..
West
dw.i
Bay,
Jamaica.
Annato
chant,
of
a
sale
-sion here from El Paso and
papers in Arabia
But light cares speak when mighty
mn'in
The pains in the chest i
- at,o.d1pB the Albuquerque dally
lots, which in spite of counter attrac- India Islands.
Tlmlmrtno. ' his first I mpresslon griefs are dumb." (Daniel.)
of wnere ne win enjoy a wee rr- v.s.t wu .
attack
approaching
an
indicated
,.
tions In the shape of the carnival, and pneumonia.'which In this instance was
"The bottom is but shallow whence
Dull8hed in a
t
tney come." (Sir Walter Raleigh.)
.
a rather bad wind here, were quite undoubtedly warded off by Chamber- his family, returning nere to assume, ""u
men
to
"' ,, aTmnnrt
'with his drug business,
"Thy fate ,9 but the common fate of
well attended and good sales made.
to their home
lain's Cough Remedy. It counteracts in connection
(Longfellow.)
official duties of probate
all:"
The boring of oil which was tempo- any tendency of a cold toward pneu- his new
we congratulate ine luzeu
. .hii, m he
.iJpaper8.
Joys here no man be
"Unmingled
druggists.
in
by
lost
of
want
all
tools
monia. For sale
rarily stopped for
on its fine appearance. Las Vegas fall;" (Southwell.)
supcounty
of
by
board
goappointed
o
the
the vell, has been resumed and is
"Nature to each allots his proper
N. .Jackson. Danville, 111. .writes: ervisors, Judge Jackson having tender Record.
ing ahead in good shape now.
(Congrove.)
sphere,
of
severe
attack
a
had
"My
daughter
resignation of that office to enshowed here
HALF TONES TO BE USED.
Prof. Mclver-Tynda- ll
r ortune makes folly her peculiar
a terrible cougn settiea ed hishim to give nig enure
grippe
and
la
to
en
powers
attention
care, ((jnurcnui.)
The Albuauerque Citizen has
last night to a gaod hou?o. His
in her lungs. We tried a great many able
Judge Wattron iareed to eight paKes and presents
Custom does not reason overrule.
In the way of mind r?adlng are won remedies without giving relief. She mining interests.
derful. and his exhibition was highly tried Foley's Honey and Tar which will discharge the duties of the office- n,,ite metropolitan appearance. It is (Rochester.) a
cruel sunshine on a
"And throw
new nress on a better
cured her. She has never Deen trou with the vim and energy that Is charritori n
.DDreclated.
Alvarado acterlstlc of him in any undertaking.
oualitv of paper than formerly. Owing fool''Live(Armstrong.)
I. B. Stone has come to Deming from niea wnn a cougn siuce.
well; how long or short permit
pict- That fat, little rascal, Cupid, has to mia new equipment half-ton- e
El Paso, and has gone into business rnarmacy,
to heaven. (Milton.)
our
again
busy"
midst.
in
"getting
first
the
used
and
name
been
be
now
urea can
with P. R. Smith. Jr., under tne
"They who forgive most shall be
CITY.
Last Tuesday evening a quiet little numi,er in the new dress presents a most forgiven," (Bailey.)
of Stone & Smith, real estate agents.
wedding occurred at the residence ofEOOj picture of the aldermen of the
"Sin may be clasped so close we can- They will handle all the property of Special Correspondence,
recorder, Alex nuke Citr. The Citizen now prints not with face "(French.)
the Deming Real Estate and Improve- - silver City, N. M.. Jan. 24. The la our most worthy county
DR.
.i
IES WILLIAM KIDD.
The contracting parties Wwi na much readine matter as form-- J . "v lie intercourse wtiere virtue nas
ment company, as well as all or most dies of this city will give a colonial McAllister.
place;"
(Somerville.)
bet-110
A
Tie
,.!, nr. rllatOava Ita nil vertlRlns: to I
nn ' I. flravelv and Mm. Kate
discovered the elixir of life. That he Is
of the other property in Deming. Mr. ball here on the 7th of February and
"Then keep each passion down, how able, with the aid of a mysterious comIt reflects most strik- Stone is old hand at the real estate as they demonstrated their ability in Rn.por Rev Dr Decker officiating- Ur rivnt.,
pound, known only to himself, produced
nf,iii-- m
..t,-- ,,
i.ntwixt a mile. and a a result of the years he has spent in
business and may be expected to put that kind of an entertainment last year Both the prlncapais are wen ana tavor- ingiy the growtn, tne enterprise ana
searching for this precious lifeiving
prospeiitjof Albuquerque. Santa tear nirnn
ably known here. Mrs. De Rosear,
new life and push Into the business In it will be a grand success.
,.iueii-a- the
boon, to cure any and every disease that
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-navmg
Dwn
purchased
most
iaay,
the
Mexican.
estimaDie
Deming.
Her sensual snares let faithless is known to the human bodv. There la
fe isew'
Clarence Bayne has
'
no doubt of the doctor's earnestness In
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Deming is becoming quite a show postofflce news stand and confection- tlfled with the teleeranh service
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town. There have
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underwent a very painful but success tired from office work, since which- sents a good healthy appearance
to come.
both
it;
Mr. Deckert Is preparing to build on fui operation on his crippled Jegs time she has resided here. Mr. Gravepui- ana
news
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to
convince of its ability to
delighted
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(Battie.)
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"Riches have wings and grandeur
street and Gold avenue. Considering to see him walk around among them at the Whiteriver agency near Fort a new press,
the cures cited are ver?
folder and two linotypes )S a dream." (Cowper.)
remarkable, and but for reliable witnesses
Apache, Arizona. May their future be
the call for buildings of all sorts here after his years of crippled life.
wise
because
hardly
would
be
not
ambition
improvements.
credited. The lame have
many
"Think
minor
other
A pretty little girl arrived at the as Drignt ana iniidieea as our Ari- and
....
1
this is Indeed a good move.
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Col. P. R. Smith has been in El Paso home of Mr. and Mrs.
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-- The sick, given""up by home doctors, have
-l)V divine tnv..... newjnntierft
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ine uiiizen in its new ..it.
for several days endeavoring to get Hn In this city the other day
In perfect health.
Rheumatism, neural
J. o. Carlisle has resigned his posl ker" and Increased facilities for gain- mem noerai supiwu. iu iu,
things In shape for a trip east, to com- Wnat ,g ambition?
gia, stomach, heart, liver, Kidney, blooa
irom Aiouqueiuue io Bbeat" (Willis.)
nlete several deals, mining and other- - tlon with the Grant County Telephone ering news, is eagerly Bcanned by its ainniaaa ainers
oiaaaer troubles
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.
marKea aegree. inniaaa nromcie
Only destructive to the brave and an1 "Km
- hAic.
company as superintendent of their readers In this locality, as It brings the
h
TIjarnwise.
(Addison.)
great."
News.
consumption.
nervousness,
fevers,
get
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It
sishere,
news
we
can
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In
very
Reed
visiting
her
latest
is
Frank
line
and
R.
Smith
Mrs. P.
a
colds,
OI
coughs,
asthma, catarrh, bronchi
What 8 all the gaudy glitter
is understood that the telephone com- - we hope that through its columns we
ter In Barstow, Arizona.
tls and all affections of the throat, lungs
DOVE TAIL NICELY,
crown? (Dryden.)
organs
any
are easily overcome
or
vital
The store of J. B. Hodgdon was en- - pany are negotlatfng for the purchase will soon be informed that Miss CoThe Albuquerque Citizen comes to
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Special Correspondence.
is absolutely the best for all duced an article from an unknown City are prosperous and appreciate a There is plenty of water and In the
Tar
and
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
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from the Zuni mountains there is six artistic photography, should call and
Gazette.
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monument being sufficient to mark
inches of snow. Many theep from leave their orders, as she may leave
GOLDEN.
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been heavy.
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naa been treated has given full satis- - with Arizona and New Mexico, the comes to us ln a new form and other
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give
another
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overhauled Messrs. Trotter and Berry- - globe.
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A lonely International monument enlarged and Improved, and now pre-Concert and Dance.
dance at Algodones on baturaay nignt. man navjng; leased the mill to make a
Hot drinks of all kinds served at
There will be a free concert, follow- - J. II. O'Reilly & Co.'s soda fountain.
marks the spot, and If there be one sents a fine appearance.
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The New
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at
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a
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tend.
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A new railroad under construction
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by American and Canadian imaginary. Simon Stern, the Railroad
in
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Jesus Mendoza.
James M. Lucas came In from his He Will Be Deported From Silver City
capitalists has been graded for seventy-f- avenue clothier. osmith.
camp thk morning and reports that he
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the Pacific.
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ders are duplicated and sent to the
operator at the point at which the
trains are to meet He holds either
train until the other arrives.
In General Manager Herbert's office
at Denver It was stated that the system was being considered. The only
called and took charge of the remains drawback, it was said, was that it
awaiting to hear from his friends. His made extra work for the dispatchers,
father arrived Thursday night, and left who already had all they could do.
Friday morning tor his home In Niekerson. The verdict of the coroner's
A Good Recommenaation.
Jury was that the deceased came to his
"I have noticed that the sale on
death by being forcibly ejected from a Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabmoving 'passenger train, and holding lets is almost Invariably to those who
the head brakeman criminally
have once used them," says Mr. J. H.
Weber, a prominent druggist of Cascade, Iowa. What better recommendaChildren Especially Liable
tion could any medicine have than for
Burns, bruises and cuts are extreme- people to call for It when again in need
ly painful and if neglected often result of such a remedy? Try them when
in blood poisoning.
Children are es- you feel dull after eating, when you
pecially liable to such mishaps be- have a bad taste In your mouth, feel
cause not bo careful. As a remedy bilious, have no appetite or when
DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve Is un- troubled with constipation, and you
equalled. Draws out the Are, stops the are certain to be delighted with the
pain, soon heals the wound. Beware prompt relief which they afford. For
of counterfeits. Sure cure for piles. sale by all druggists.
"DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
o
my baby of eczema after two physicIf Banner Salve
ians gave her up," writes James Mock. doesn't cure your piles, your money
N. Webster, Ind. "Those sores were will be refunded. It is the most healso bad she soileqVtwo to five dresses ing medicine.
Alvarado tnarmacy.
a day." J. H. O'Reilly & Co.. and B.

Railroad Topics

I33EZ3C33BCSS
American railroads, it ia said, will
spend this year $200,000,000 on better-

ment.

George P. Hill, of Architect Whittlesoutn bound

sey's office was a
last night.
Ben E. Thomas,
upper division. ha3
tion with the Santa

pas-Beng-

a firrir.an on tho
resigned h'.s posi-

re.

O. L. Merrill came In from his work

on the Santa Fc Central for a short
visit at home at Ccrrillos.
L. B. Putney will erect a warehouse,
on the railroad tiack, at Bernalillo, and
Architect Sponcei at the depot. Is
drawing up the plans.
Engines Nos. 794 and 797. which
have been in service on the Raton division for a snort time, have been
transferred to the Santa Fe Pacific.
AH departments of the local shops
are constantly receiving new recruits,
and the force of railroad employes has
greatly increased since the first of Jan- H. Briggs

r- -

uary.
The Las Vegas Record says: Fireman Julian, who resigned his position
with the company Tuesday, skipped
the same night, leaving behind him
much indebtedness.
It Is said that Architect Whittlesey
has been instructed by the Santa Fe
Railroad company to draw plans for a
hotel to be erected InTrinldad. No
details are at hand.
The Santa Fe Pacific will have a
large canal excavated at Manuelito to
prevent that place from floods. The
inhabitants are already rejoicing over
the proposed Improvements.
TI.e Gallup Republican says: Mrs.
Masniarten, who has been visiting her
slfiter, Mrs. E. M. Sanjule, went to Albuquerque to Join her husband, who
is employed in the railroad shops.
Yardmaster Sweeny resigned his position on the 15th lnst. and returned
with his family to Raton. He is succeeded by Mr. 7ckstun, who arrived
from Denver with his family.
!allup

& C.

,

Against
the Santa
A suit, Involving the time limit of a
railroad ticket, has been filed In the
district court at Salina, Kan., by A .W.
Wickham against the Santa Fe railroad. Wickham is a traveling representative of the Peavey Grain company, and while riding on a Santa Fe
train, between Valley Falls and
September 13, 1900, he presented
a ticket bearing the date of November
9. 1899, which had never been used.
The ticket was refused and the plainRepublican.
tiff forcibly ejected from the train and
The greatest car famine the north- set down on the prairie about two
west has ever experienced is at last miles out of Valley Falls. The comat an end, says the Minneapolis Times. pany has refused to make a settleRailroads are' now prepared, after ment. ' Wickham asks for $5,000 dammany months of trenuous efforts, to ages.
furnish shippers with all of the cars
A Profitable investment.
they desire.
"I was troubled fK about seven
Everything is moving along swim- years witn my stomach and in bed half
mingly at the new Alvaraao hotel, and my time," says E. Demick, Somervtlle.
Ind. "I spent agout 11,000 and never
the contractors are pushing the work could
anything to help me until
as rapidly as they know how. It is I tried get
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure. I have
the intention of the traffic managers taken a few bottles and am entirely
of the entire Santa Fe system to hold well." You don't live by what you eat,
a rousing meeting at the hotel on its but by what you digest and assimilate.
If your stomach doesn't digest your
completion.
you are really starving. Kodol
The Santa Fe road has employed the food
Dyspepsia Cure does the stomach's
expert
supertelegraph
services of an
work by digesting the food. You don't
intendent for the purpose of having a have to diet Eat all you want. Kodol
very minute examination made of all Dyspepsia Cure cures all stomach
their telegraph lines and report on any troubles. J. H. O'Reilly & Co., and B.
change that could be made that would H. Briggs & Co.
better the service. The man engaged
TO PREVENT COLLISIONS.
is the inventor of several Important
devices In telegraphing.
Duplicate
System May Be
Adopted by the D. & R. G.
The Cerrillos Register says: Last
The duplicate train order system reSaturday the section men from Ortiz
came to town on their pay day cele- cently adopted by the Chicago & Alton
bration to sell their money. In the may soon be adopted by Colorado railevening as they started home on a roads. , The Denver & Rio Grande is
'handcar one of their number, Juan the first road in that state to consider
Sena, by name, was thrown from the it seriously. Under this system it Is
collisions are impossicar by the handles, receiving injuries said hend-enble.
from which he died. The verdict of
Under the present system each train
the coroner's Jury was that he came
to his death by being run over by a receives an order i6 meet another at
a certain station. These orders were
handcar while intoxicated.
sent to the trains far from the meetLordsburg
says:
The
Liberal
The ing place. Often when the train misSouthern Pacific is making some much interpreted the order a wreck was the
needed changes at Stein's Pass. A result. Under the new system the or
second sidetrack is being put In. The
freight depot is to be moved to the
south side of the track, a new station
house is to be built at about the place
the old one was burned some time ago,
and a Y is being put in, which, it is
expected will take the place of the old
turn table, which is not large enough
for some of the engines that are likely
to use it. The railroad will then be
able to care for the large shipments
$5,000 Damages Filed

To-pek- a,

Train-Orde-

r

d

which will soon be made
place.

from

that

Architect Whittlesy has finished the
drawings and specifications for the
new Santa Fe freight depot. The new
one will be such an improvement over
the old one that there will be little relation between the two.
The office
building with the wareroom and platforms attached will be about COO feet
long, extending from between Silver
and Lead avenues to the viaduct. The
main building, consisting of trainmas,
ter's offices, freight offices and
will front on First street, between Silver and Lead avenues. It
will be 32x38 feet and
The
"fref'..t office will, be upstairs and the
train oilUe.j down. .he wareroom will
be 21 feet wide and 125 feet long, and
attained to the south side of the office
liuildin.T. There will be two platforms,
feet long and the other 400
one ?'
leet loiii?, anil both will be 15 feet wide
and covered. Work will legln as soon
as the contracts are let and the material can be recured. mis will give
First street a busy appearance and be
a gi at Improvement over ten old location, because It will be handier to the
business part of the city.
ware-room-

two-story-

.

BRAKEMAN RESPONSIBLE.

i.
3

Jury

Condemns Him for
Knocking Eoy Under Train.
The Lakin (Kan.) Investigator says
of the accident at that place last week:
"Thursday morning as train No. 7
was passin through Deeilield. Earl
Snaffer. of Niekerson, who with three
others was riding the blind, was knocked off by the brakeman wtin a piece of
Lose, and ran over by the train, cutting
him to pieces. Coroner Richards was

Coroner's

1

"

TEST TIME LIMIT LAW.
Suit for

Line Sixty Miles Long to Be Constructed From Springer to the Old
Baldy Mining Section.
Thomas Sewell, former manager of
the Brunswick hotel of this city, and
W. A. Stlnchcomb, formerly on the
editorial staff of the Times, have dem-

onstrated the possibilities for those
who are not afraid to take off their
coats and work, coupling with their
labors Intelligence and Integrity. A
mining enterprise of magnltudinous
proportions, a railroad to haul its product and all the vast investment of
capital necessary thereto Is what they
have either accomplished in fact or
have all plans perfected for. Moreover, these plans Include the money In
bank to accomplish all that has not
been completed.
A dozen years ago there was no better known business man, in Denver
than Tom Sewell, as he was familiarly
culled. The Brunswick hotel was popular because of the standing of its proprietor and good reputation that he
was always careful to merit for his
house. He was associated with Colonel Tayior and enjoyed a good patronage, tut he grew tired of the slow
growth of the hotel business in Denver and disposed of the hotel, starting
out prospecting in northern New Mexico.
In his n:einderings to search for one
of nature's hidden storehouses of
wealth he explored the Red river section. His labors were rewarded by the
discovery of what he believed to be a
rich vein and he located claims upon
the prospects that were revealed by
surface work. Believing that it was a
property of great possibilities he wrote
and told his friend, Stlnchcomb, of his
good fortune. After leaving Denver
Mr. Stlnchcomb bad entered upon the
labors of auditor for a New York railroad Fired by the enthusiasm of Mr.
Sewell and impressed with the integrity and sincerity of the prospector he
came to examine the property.
It is sixty miles from Springer to

Elizabethtown, where the mines are
located, much of the way through a
rugged country. But Mr. Stlnchcomb
was convinced of the correctness of his
friend's deductions as to toe value and
promise of the property. After the long
journey by rail he traveled the distance overland and made a thorough
examination of the prospects, taking
samples in all the workings sufficient
for a thorough test. He was convinced
it was a big thing from the day he first
Assays
saw the surface workings.
proved the correctness of his conclusions. Then he resigned his salaried

HBaking Powder
The difference of cost between a good
and a poor baking 'powder would not
amount for a family's supply to one dollar a year. The poor nowder would
cause doctors' bills many times this.
Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is
the most economical in the end, because
it goes further in leavening and insures
perfect, wholesome food.
Used always in making the biscuit
and cake it saves both health and money.
Made from pure, grape cream of tartar,
most healthful of fruit acids.
Iote.
Price Baking Pe oca C;.,
CWlCA&C.

The Kind That Men Admire.

I

fpn aJmire a Fretty 'aee and a (rood figure." but sooner or later learn that
the happy woman, that contented one is most of all to be admired.
Those troubled tvlth falntinjr spells. Irregularity, nervout Irritability,
backache, the blues and that dreadful bearing down feeling canuot hope to be
aPPyi and advancement in either home or social life is impossible.
In the young lady's letter which follows that Lydia 12.
Yk" c1p.'xr,v.
Vegetable Compound will certainly cure the sufferings of woFinkhntn's
men ; an 1 when one considers that M ins Murphy's letter Is only one of the countless hundreds which we are continually publishing in the newspapers of this
country, the great virtue of Mrs. rinkham's medicine must be admitted by all
and for the absolve cure of all kinds of female ills no substitute can possibly
take its place. Women bhould bear this important fact in mind when
go
Into a drug store, and bo sure not to accept anything that is claimedthey
to be
as
good
"as Lydia K. Ptnkham's Vegetable Compound, for no
"Just
other medicine for female ills has made so many actual cures.

i

You cannot, if you value pood
health, alToril to use eliuap,
..iking jmwdcrs. They arc mostly , ia
: ;iite of the pun? f.xxi laws, made IroiS
slum, ul.kh endangers the hcultlu AT
physicians will I' ll you that budl pot.
tiers ia food trj injurious.
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Two Sides
Aside from the cheer and

comfort it gives to life

Hunter
Whiskey
is friendship's pledge In
.

happy hours.
It la

The Charm of Hospitality

BIG RAILROAD SCHEME.

This Climate Is Good
enough for anybody with weak lungs.
The patient need not travel. He can
get well here with the nelp of Allen's
Lung Balsam, taken frequently when
coughing and shortness of breath after
exercise serve notice upon him that
serious pulmonary trouble Is not far
away. Allen's Lung Balsam is free
from any form of opium.
o

,HE POPULAR ULim

&

and the

Tonic of Health.

J
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Co.

Meyers-Ab- el

Wholesale Hquor merchants, distributors.
West Railroad Ave.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
OOOOOOOOOOOOCOOOOOOOCOOODO

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

DENTIST8
E. J. Alger, D. D. S.
AKMIJO BLOCK, over Ilfeld Brothers.
Office hours: 8 a. tn. to 12 p. tn. ; 1:M p. tn.
to 6 p. m. Automatic telephone No. M2.
Appointments made by mall.
LAWYERS

Bernard S. Rodey
ATTOR.lCT-AT-I.AAlbuquerque, N.
MISS MAItOARETTA MURPHY",
M.
Prompt
attention frlven to all baaineaa
President "
Club," Seattle, Wash.
pertaining to the prof nMtlon. Will prac"Dear Mrs. Pinkham: For threo years I suffered with bearing tice in all courts of the territory and bedown pains, backache, liceamo nervous and hysterical and could not fore the United States Itind office.
enjoy life- as other young women did. A lady friend who had suffered
W. B. Chlldera
similarly and leen cured, suggested that I try Lydia 12. 1'Jnklinm's VegATTORNET-AT-LAOffice 117 Gold
entrance also through Cromwell
etable Com pound. I had littlo faith in it, but nevertheless I gave it a avenue;
pr, in my absence will
Mock.
E.
Med
I..
trial, and I am glad that I did. I kept getting better gradually and my be found in the office and reprment me.
pains left mo and within four months I was a well woman. This is a Business will receive prompt and efficient
year ago and I have never had any trouble since. I wish all suffering attention.
women knew of your valuable- medicine.
Yours very truly, Marqar-ett- a
I. M. Bond
Mt RPiiY, 270.1 See. Ave., Seattle, Wash."
ATTORN
It P street. K.
U!iid-a-I!a-

-

" Dkar

V., WashlnRton. I). C Tensions, lands,
pstenta. copyrights, raviats, letters BatPrsRnAM :
I have s' nt, trade marks, claims.
been greatly benefited by the use of
William O. Lee
your medicine. I was troubled with
ATTORNET-AT-1AOffice, room 7.
a pain in my side and any little unN. T. Armljo building. Will practloe tn
usual thing would almost prostrate all
the
courts
territory.
of
the
me I was so nervous ; I was so weak
I could not do my work ; menstruaR. W. D. Bryan
tion was very scanty. I tried medATTORNEY-AT-I.AAlhnqnerque. N.
icines for my nerves, also kidney and M. Office. First Kattoual Bank building.
liver medicine, but nothing did me
Frank W. Clancy
any good. I then concluded to try
Lydia 12. rinkham's Vegetable ATTOR!TEy.i-Urooms S
t.
Compound. 1 took three bottles N. T. Armljo building. Albuquerque, M
NM.
of it, and one box of your Liver Pills,
E. W. Dobson
and I have not been sick since. That
Office, Crosa-we-ll
was three years ago, and I have given ATTORSTEY-AT-LAblock,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
birth to two children since then, and
do all my housework for a family of
John H. 6tlngle,
six." Mrs. John Molf.b, Ilillsboro,
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell block
Ohio. (Nov. 19, 1900.)
Albuquerque. N. M.

Two flore Qrateful Letters.
Mrs. I'fNKiiAM : I feel it
" Dear Mrs.

my duty to write you In regard to
your valuable medicine. I have been
troubled with falling of the womb
and inflammation of the ovaries, and
was so bad I could hardly walk across
the floor. The doctors said it was
impossible for mo to get well unless I
had an operation, but this I would
not listen to. Having read so much
about Lydia 12. Phikham's Vegetable Compound I mode up my
mind to give it a trial, and it has
done wonders for me. I commenced
to feel better from the first dose, and
today I am a well, healthy girl.
" Hoping that your Vegetable
Compound will relieve other sufferers
as it did me, and thanking you for restoring my health, I remain, Miss
Alma Labsox, Wox 188, Hudson, Wis.

v

.

Don't hesitate to write to Mrs. Pinkham if there Is anything
about your sickness you do not underwtuud. She will treat you
with kindness and her advice is free. No woman ever regretted
wrumg ner una sue lias helped thousands. Vllress lynn, mass
uUUUUmi-;ogoatt,u-

We ham dnpoiitarl with the National City Bank of Lynn. $.1000,
paid to any perwtn who can Hod that Ihs abora taattmouiai letter
ur waa publinheil txtfore obtaining the writer's apeclal per- meuicinw ;o, L;nu, ai
Ljaia k.

e'

position and started out to organize a
company with capital adequate to handle it.
Ohio men invested upon his representations and development work soon
demonstrated that the faith placed in
tne property was well founded. Ad-

Room

17,

Dr. J. E. Bronson
Homeopathic Physician,

Block.

AVhiUnftT

The ICEBERG
Prop.

STEVE BALLING,
especially for the work, which has already been liegun.
We handle
finest line of Liquors
W. A. Stlnchcomb. who has been the and Cigars. the
All patrons and friends
moving spirit of all this enterprise, cordially Invited to visit the
since Tom Sewell first intrusted to
South Second street.
him the carrying out of details, has
the fullest confidence of the commercial world and financiers familiar with
his work are willing and anxious to become. shareholders In a company which
ACCIDENT INSURANCE,
It Is lelleyed will develop into one of
FIRE INSURANCE,
the biggest mining, milling and transREAL ESTATE,
portation enterprises of late years.
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Iceberg-109-11-

joining claims were secured until the
company owned a group comprising
thirty, consolidated in the Old Baldy
group and the style of tie corporation
is "The Old Daldy Mining & Milling
company."
Tom Sewell was bought
out entirely and was employed as genyou
Geared
eral manager, a position which he has easily youIfmight Were
suppose that the pain
held ever since and has shown the In
the lower part of your lack meant
wisdom of the selection by developing kidney
trouble. But being a person of
one of the richest mines of the south- sense you
know it Is only muscular
west.
stiffness, fro mcold. and that prompt
A few weeks ago a strike of very
treatment with Terry Davis"
rich ore was reported in this mine, will prevent it from growing Tainklller
lumcharacterized by those familiar with bago. Act accordingly and youinto
will le
its Importance as the biggest sflke glad you saw this. There is
but one
made in New Mexico in recent years. Painkiller, Perry Davis.
In the McGlnty claim of the group was
n
opened up a lody of
ore, so
DO NT.
inurvelously rich as to astonish even
DON'T dispute with a woman when
Manager Sewell. As all of the claims she says the Economist goods are the
are located on the same vein this only ones to buy. Because she knows
strike insures tbe expectations of the what she's talking about.
DON'T argue with her when Bhe
most sanguine members of the comsays the Kconomist prices are
pany.
talks like a sensible woFor years the detriment to advance- man who She
knows what's what.
ment of the section around Old Baldy
DON'T try to excuse yourself for
has been the lack of transportation going to some other store instead of
la'HItlcs. This obstacle will be re the Economist. You know that you
moved so far as the Old Baldy
can offer no reason that can le suffi
!a concerned, for the directors cient for pushing the store where the
have !"cided to build a railroad from best and cheapest go together.
DON'T expect your w ife to meet you
Springer to the mines. ICIIzaUc thtown pleasantly
if you've gone to some
being its terminus. At Springer con
other store than the Economist, when
will be made with the Santa she expressly told you to go nowhere
Fe. It may cost one million or two else. Don't do these things if you exmillion dollars to construct the road pect to live long and keep your hair on.
o
and equip it with rolling stock. The
Cure for Depleted Pocketbooks.
capital has been subscribed by the
Buy your clothing and furnishing
Ohio men interested in the company goods
at our green tag sale and you
by
Chicago capitalists. Full Inves- will have
and
money left. Simon Stern,
tigation and intimate Knowledge of the Railroad avenue clothier.
the country dec ided the men of finance
Deming, the seat of ttie new eoiinty
that m. better investment offered in
the country. This has been shown by of Luna.
the advent of Mr. Helling, the man
Smashing Prices.
whose genius was tbe master mind in
We are using a steam hammer for
directing the work of the great Chi- the process anil are sueccding admircago Dredging company. Recently he ably. Simon Stern, the Railroad aveevolved a method' of using dredges in nue clothier.
development around Klizabethtowu
Agricultural lands In Deming are unand will direc t the method of operat- surpassed for fertility, production
of
ing a number of the dredges to be built fruits and vegetables of all kinds.
high-grad-

PHYSICIANS

1

B. A. SLEYSTER,

ROOMS 1214. CROMWELL, BLOCK

Automatic Telephone

174.

Wrn. Glcesr.er,
w

. . Tailor.

Automatic 'phone 574.
216 South Berond

Street.

Albuquerque.

V

Wex.

J

e

money-saver-

eoiu-;t:i-

-

y

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE IN6URANCE

Secretary Mutual ISuildlng Aocidtion
at J. C Iia!dr!dge'& Luaibvr Yard

Office

J. A. SKINNER
Dealer In

Staple and

Fancy Groceries
206

WE6T

RAILROAD

AVENUE,
N. M.

PIONEER BAKERY
First

str-e-

t

BALLING I3ROJ., lYouiletors.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialtj
We desire patronage,

tnd e
guarantee
baking.
6. First street Mbuquerque, N.
finst-du-

207

M.

MONIIMFIUTfi
All kinds of btcinc and nibble work.
Prices moderate. Hhop and yen! rot-n- er
Firth tstrtet and KaJIroad avenue.
It. q. MAl'Kl.NO.

Investments in Doming lota
ia one year.

doubl? and treble

will
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
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THE ECONOMIST.

Dr. O. W. Harrison is spending the
day in Bernalillo.
Mrs, Bol. Luna was a paBenger on
No. 2 this morning, bound for Santa
'
'
' .
Fe.
H. S. Van Slyck, the assistant live
stock agent, is in the city from El
Paso.
Allene, little daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Grimth, is seriously ill with

Agents for

All

from Cameron, Missouri. - '
Roy McDonald, the outside rustler
SOLES.
for the Mutual Life Insurance com
pany of New York, returned to the city
last night from Las Vegas.
EVERYBODY LIKES
Mr. and Mrs. Enaileto Uallegos, a
newly married couple, who have been
good coffee, but Its hard to get good visiting friends In the city for the past
week, returned to their home at Las
one time and bad the next. You've Vegas this morning.
Allen Wilson Is in the city looking
found It bo, haven't you? Let us sup
&
ply you with our Mocha and Java cof after the interests of the Chicago
Alton Railroad company, of which he
fee.- - You will find It good all the time
is the general western passenger and
25 and 35: cents a pound. All our gro freight agent
Thos. V. Keam, the well known gen
are the same good all the time

S2 50

ceries

J. L. BELL &

eral merchant and Indian trader at
from
Ream's Canyon, Arizona, came-the west last night. He willScontinue
east to Washington, D. C, tonight.
Regular meeting of Albuquerque

CO.

Nos. 118 and lzO South Second St.

REAL EASE SHOES
Are made right That's why they wcarright, fit right,
give complete satisfaction. Vici or Velour Calf for
uppers; Live Oak, the best sole leather that money can
buy These you get in Real Ease Shoes at

$3.50

y

CITY MEWS.
Deming has just been incorporated.
Subscribe for The Daily Citizen and
get the news.
Deming, the gateway to the best

Vart of Old Mexico.
Buy your blankets and comforters
of Albert Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
WE HAVE INAUGURATED OUR
SALE, WITH AN
EXCEPTIONAL
WRAPPER BARGAIN. ROSEN WALD BROS.
' Our women's $2.50 shoes with light,
medium or heavy soles, military or
opera heels, are made of the best materials by skilled labor and look just
as stylish and feel as comfortable as

the higher priced goods As we guar
antee them to give satisfaction you
run no risk In buying a pair at C.
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208
West Railroad avenue.
MONEY TO LOAN.
On diamonds, watcbes, etc., or any
goods
good security; also household
stored with me; strictly confidential.
Highest cash price paid for household
goods. Automatic phone 120.
T. A. WHITTEN, 114 Gold avenue.
Mrs. Albright, the Artist,
Is again in her studio, 113 North Third
street. Parties who wish fine work In
artistic photography, should call and
leave their orders for the new carbon
photo, the latest in photographic are.
o

'

Our Green Tag Sales.
Have become famous. Twice a year we
clean out everything in the way of
s
and prices are chopped In
two. Simon Stern, the Railroad ave
nue clothier.
left-over-

Birthday and
Wedding Gifts
Diamonds, Silverware, Cut Glass, largest stock of the
finest jewels. Lowest prices.

EVERITT, The Diamond Palace
RAILROAD AVENUE

Booth's Entire Stock
consisting of fine up to date
MEN'S FURNISINQ GOODS,

has been purchased by us
and will be placed on sale at
of its origonce at
inal value.
Monarch and Wilson Bros.'

f

one-hal- f

1.25
Booths' price,
ulti
anu fl.50; our price 75 cents.
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Cluett's collars Booth's
price, 25 cts; our price, 12'2.
Wright's health underwear,
Booth's price, $3 per suit; our
k
price, $1.75 per suit.
4 E. & W. collars and 3K
Arrow Brand collars, only $1.
Neckwear, 35c quality, five
tics for $1.
MEN'S SUITS.
We also include In this sale?
100 men's suits, formerly $10,
$13 and $15, at only $8.00.

ri
4

3
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Mrs. L. B. Putney has received the
sad news of the death of her mother
at the old family home In Wisconsin
The deceased was 80 years old, and
sick only a few weeks. La , grippe
was the cause of death.
Harry W. Kelly, president of the
Gross-KellCo., came down from Las
Vegas last night to join Messrs Gross
and Robblns In the Inspection of the
old freight depot, which they are thinking of securing for a warehouse.
Mr. and Mrs. O. Ml Falrchild are
spending a few days in the city. Mrs.
Falrchild was formerly Hiss Med'a
Tyler and was employed at The1 Econo
Mr. Falrchild represents the
mist.
Cortlcella Silk company of New Yprk.

-

SEE

U7 AOTJTinD'W

WINDOW

DISPLAY.

,aa Second Street.

Rev. A. P. MorrUon, superintendent
of English missions for the Methodist
Episcopal
church in New, Mexico,
passed through the city last night en
route to Silver City, where he, expects
to hold meetings for a couple pf weeks.
lie nas ueen nouung meetings .in Las
Vegas the past week.
L. R. Allen, the handsome member of
the Optic force, Las Vegas, came In
from the north last night, and proceeded on south to El Paso. It is stated
that the Allen boys have an offer to
sell the Optic, and if a sale Is made
they will establish a paper somewhere
else, probably at El Paso.
Ben Wlttick, the old time photo
grapher, who took In the
exposition at Buffalo, N. Y.. and
then visited his old home at Moline,
111., Is again in the city, and is the
guest of his friend. Prof. J. R. Wen
dell. Mr. Wlttick will remain in the
city for a few days, and then proceed
n

to the Navajo reservation.
A telegram from Canandaigna, New
York, to friends of the family in this
city, announces the death at that place
on yesterday of Mrs. Williams, wife of
George Norton Williams.
Mrs. Wil
liams, with her daughter, spent several winters in Albuquerque for the
benefit of her health and made many
friends who will regret to hear of her
death.
Col. Martin Tlerney, the efficient
street commissioner, who has looked
after the streets and back yards this
week, wi:l turn his attention for a
few days, from now on, to the alleys,
and will have them just as clean as the
streets. "Sambo" and his cart will
now be seen in the alleys at work, and
the commissioner was noticed this
morning inspecting the alley in the
rear of Grunsfeld Bros.' store.
Rev. Bruce Kinney, who was the
pastor of the Baptist church for Ihe
past three years, has been appointed
superintendent of Baptist work in
Utah and Wyoming, with headquarters
at Salt Lake City, as announced some

Rev. Kinney will leave on
Tuesday night for his new field of la
bor and Mrs. Kinney will follow In
month. Rev. Kinney has done some
in the citi'.
very efficient work
and It is regretted by his many friends
that he is removed to another field of
work.

time ago.

' MAIL ORDERS
Tilled Same
Day e Received

LARGEST RETAIL STOCK OF DRY GOODS IN NEW MEXICO.
OS
OS

zs
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Linens and Household Furnishingsf
5

That's welcome news f v tho housekeeper, us it will be
the finest collection of table linens, towels, napkins, sheets nm
sheeting?, pillow cases and counterpanes ever sp'en in city.
Table Linens

Napkins

Hal Bleached Table Linen, 54
33c
inches wide, only

Hotel Linen Napkins,
size,
all linen, regular1 J 1.00 napkin;
January Sale
r. ...75c
Half Bleached Linen Napkins,
size, calues up to $1.75 per
doz., January Sale price. . .$1.15
Bleached Linen Napkins, 20
qualities to select from; in all
widths, styles and qualities to
match any of the linens mentioned above; new patterns;
prices range upwards from $1.25.

Hotel Linen, 5 different designs to select a good
wearer, values to 60c, only. 42120
h

bleachTable Linen,
ed, fine quality, 8 different patterns to choose from, values to
75c, only
50c
Bleached Table Linens, 62-lwide, regular 65c value; put in
SOe
this sale at only
6 pieces Irish Table Linen, all
patterns and good
different
weight, 64 to 68 Inches wide,
values in this lot to 90c per
yard; Special January Sale
price
75c
Satin Damask Table Linen, 68
to 72 inches wide, In both Irish
and German make,- - all different
patterns, with napkins to match
any of them, values in thla lot
up to 1.35 the yard; Special
h

'I-

-

i!
lid

1

price, a yard

IS

R

$1.00

Towels
Huck Towels, extra length and
width, actual measurement 28x
regular value 33c; Spe,25c
cial price
i
24x44
Knotted End Fringe
Damask Towels, our regular 35c
25c
towel; January Special
20x39 Hemstitched Damask
Towels, all white linen, regular
60c value; January Special.. 33c

is
Id
)UJ

tary.

,

Pounding Them Down.
Our little pile driver Is at work
pounding down prices and can be
plainly seen in our big window. Our
green tag sale is a big success as a
value giver. Simon Stern, the Railroad avenue clothier.

.

lodge No. 461, B. P. O. E., will be held
this evening at 8 o'clock. Initiation
and business of importance. By order
of exalted ruler. C. W. Medler, secre

THE ECONOMIST

Our Annual Sale of

EXTENSION

OR

15o

THE

LADIES' SHOE!

SEWED,

PATTERNS.
Patterns 10 A

NONE HIGHER

diphtheria.
Pasenger train No. 2 ran Into a bliz
zard in Arizona and came in fifty min
utes late this morning.
Hon. Sol. Luna Is expected to arrive
n in Santa Fe from Washington, D. C,
on next Wednesday, January 29.
EVERY ELETHAT COMPRISES
Hon. W. B. Chllders, United States
atorney for New Mexico, returned to
MENT OF 8TYLE, WORKMANSHIP,
the city from Santa Fe last night.
MATERIAL AND COMFORT FOUND
One of the victims of the Oscaloosa,
Iowa, coal mine dlpaKter, Dave WalIN THE FINER GRADES OF FOOTter, Is a relative of Mrs. M. A. Skinner,
WE KNOW THAT THEY
WEAR.
of this c!ty.
Miss Grace Hahn left last night for
ARE AHEAD OF ANY SHOE AT THE
an extended visit with friends and relSAME PRICE AND ARE ALWAYS
atives In Brooklyn, New York, and
Long Branch, New Jersey.
READY TO SHOW THEM AND
Arthur Hindman, formerly cashier
at the local Harvey eating house, and
PROVE IT TO YOU. HAND TURN,
ife returned to the city last night
McKAY

The Economist

McCALL BAZAAR

-

UHY GOODS,

THE ECONUMISI.

DRY GOODS.
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THE ECONOMIST.

Huck Towels, size
blue and red border; each. 8
Huck Towels, size 17x32-lnch- ,
14x24-lnch-

'

'

,

assorted borders; each..... 10c
Huck Toyels. extra heavy, size
18x36, in all white and 19x36 in
colored border hemmed towels;
choice

12c

t

Bed Spreads and
White Counter Panes No. 48,
11x4 size; Special at
50c
White Counter Panes No. 64,
12x4 size: Special at
60c
White Counter Panes, good ordinary weight, No. 63, at,... 75c
White counter Panes, extra

at;

85c

White Counter Panes, extra
weight and size, No. 90, at. $1.00
Ail the aDOve Crochet Spreads
are pearl hemmed and ready for
use." Marseilles Spreads in exceptionally good values; prices
range upwards from $1.25 to
$5.00.

DRY GOODS.

204

CO

Ready Made Sheets
and Pillow Cases

AH our sheets made with a
inch hem on one side and a
- lnch hem on
the other, made
of Pepperell or Mohawk muslin,
for less money than the raw
material will cost.
Ready-MadSheets, 54x90. . .39c
Ready-MadSheets, 63x90... 45c
Ready-MadSheets, 72x90... 49c
Sheets, 81x90... 55c
Ready-MadSheets, 90x90. .. . 60c
100 dozen Pillow CaBes, sizes
36x42-lnca fair quality muslin; Special Price, each.
8c
1-

-

2-

t

e

e

e

Heady-Mad-

e

e

Muslins and Sheetings

at special reduced prices during
the monia of January. ;
wide, good quality, Unbleached Muslin
5c
- yard
wide, good quality,

.

1-

Counterpanes

good weight, No. 75,

z

o
1

RAILROAD AVENUE,

Bleached Muslin
2- - yd. wide,
Unbleached

ing

2',4-y-

ing
2 Vl

ing

wide Unbleached
wide

ing
ing

d

8c

Bleached

Sheet18c
Sheet-

20c
Sheet19c
Sheet-

yd. wide Bleached

21c

wide Bleached

Sheet23c

Embroidery Special
1,000 yards of Assorted Embroidery and Insertions, values
up to J.5c a yard; your choice of
any in tne lot, a yard
5c

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

ICOCOOCOCXXXXXXDOXDCO

most generally known, was an humble
citizen he will be keenly missed by
those who know him. The funeral will
be held Sunday morning at 9 o'clock,
from the Church of San Felipe de Nerl.
Peace to his ashes. He was a brother
of Refugio Luna.

HAHERING!!!

Too Particular.
The territorial supreme court is
to be too particular for plain, Com
mon people. Recently a change was
made la the size of the pageB of briefs
to be submitted by attorneys. Several
briefs were printed In this city which
were a quarter Of an inch too short
in the length of the blank margin.
For this trivial defect the briefs were
rejected and must be reprinted. The
error was not intentional upon the
part of the attorneys, and the court
should not force litigants to additional
expense for such a trifling cause.

WE ARE STILL HAMMERING DOWN PRICES
FOR OUR GREEX TAG SALE. WE PROPOSE
TO MAKE THESE SALES FAMOUS BY GIVING
BIGGER VALUES EACH SEASON, AND A LOOK
AT THOSE GREEN TAGS IN OUR WINDOWS
WILL TELL THE STORY STILL BETTER."

o

READ OUR AD. IT'S TIME WEI-EMPLOYED. ROSENWALD BROS.
At the Zeiger Cafe tonight will be
spread hot free lunch, consisting of the
best that can ue procured.

g

S

CLOTHING

Fire Engine for Roswell.
Roswell keeps on pushing to the
front. Its people are determined to
have a steam firo engine and Fire
Chief Parsons raised almost $1,000 in
a few hours on the first day of a collection tour. The remainder of the nec
essary amount is to be secured in the
course of a few days.

take this trip to acquire property here
at an exceedingly low figure. This op
portunity Is not limited to the excursionists, but will be extended to any
who may wish to be present at the
sale, from other towns. It will pay
you to be present.
o
Stop in at the Metropolitan tonight
and let the new proprietor, S. E. Berry,
give you one of those elegant 'tamale
lunches. It is free.
o
Dressmaking.
Plain and fancy dressmaking at 206
North Arno street.
o
Keep your eye on Deming.

g

MEN'S AND BOYS'

A Steam

Deming.
Deming is being talked of every
where, and la attracting the attention
she deserves from all quarteis. In con- sequence of this great interest and to
give those interested In this town there
will be an excursion run from El Paso
on the 17th Inst., so that all those in
attendance at the carnival may have
an opportunity to see for themselves
this very much talked of town. An
opportunity will be given those who

S
S

ALL OF OUR FORMER
$10, tl2 and $13 suits, now
$13.50, $14 and $15 suits, now
$16.50, $18 and $20 suits, now
$3 and $4 boys' suits, now
$5 and $6 boys' suits, now
$10 and $12 men's overcoats, now
$13.50 and $15 men's overcoats, now
65 and 75 cent knee pants, now

8.75
$11.75
$14.75
$ 2.00
.$ 3.90
$

,. .

$ 8.75

$12.75
$ .50

We have also greatly reduced prices on men's trousers, quoting the $2.50 and $3.00 ones at $1.90 ; the $3.50
and $4.00 kinds at $2.90, and the $5.00 kinds at $3.90.

I MEN'S

FURNISHING

GOODS
QCp
JvJU
&QFp

All of our broken lines of percale shirts, worth '$1.25
and $1.50, go now at.
All of our broken lines of underwear, worth $1.50,
now at
'

S

2

JJJ g

ALL OF OUR HATS HAVE BEEN REDUCED
IN PRICE TO CLEAR THE DECK FOR SPRING

BUSINESS.

g
g
E

MEN'S SHOES
$1.90
Odds and ends in $2.50 and $3.00 shoes, now
Broken lines and sizes in $3.50 and $4 shoos. . . .$2.90
Clearing sale of Hanan tan and black odd shoes. .$3.90

n

Fresh Cut Flewere
IVES, THE FLORIST,
o
Free lunch tonight, and everybody
will be at the White Elephant tonight
to partake of the spread.
Deming has now a large ice plant
and electric light system under con
tract.

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY TO PROVIDE YOURSELF WITH FIRST CLASS GOODS
AT THESE PRICES, WHICH YOU CAN ONLY
OBTAIN HERE.

Sli ON

STER

Death of Bruno Luna.
New 'Phone
At his home on North Eleventh Old 'Phone
152
59.
street, Bruno Luna died at 9 o'clock
g
this morning of pneumonia, with which
Avenue
J. W.
j
The
he was taken 111 but a few days since.
The deceased was 46 years of age and Progressive Mortician and Em
for
is well known in Albuquerque,
balmer.
years having earned a livelihood by
Hot Tamalee Every Night.
who need
Open
day
night, calls are If you are one of ihose
and
working for different families as a man
been unable to
have
oil
but
liver
cod
At the Metropolitan (Billy Berry's
promptly attended to.
of all work, having a good number of
taka it, try Williams' Emulsion. It is place) hot tamales will be served
regular patrons by whom he was refar more palatable than the largely adAlso Sell Monuments
wishing tamales
vertised emulsions. 117 West Railroad every night.by Families
garded as honest and painstaking.
telephone.
N.
Second
can
parlororder
and
Office
avenue.
While Bruno or "Louis, as he was

Edwards

I

m

Railroad

Clothier

